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Editorial
Dear Israelite Reader

O

know them, because they are spiritually discerned. [I Cor 2:14] Yahweh placed His Spirit
within us to enable us to understand the things
of the spirit and to keep His Law. It should not
be difficult to recognize the strategies operating
against us which seek to destroy that spirit and
target His people for destruction.

ur mission is to reveal the identity of
Yahweh’s chosen people in terms of
their racial origin to his blind servants.
Each month we shall be looking at world history
through Israelite eyes as we trace the migrating
tribes and the empires they founded. This will
be history as you have never seen it before.
Perhaps, the most dangerous weapon being
formed against us at this moment is the prospect
We shall continue to emphasize the importance of mandatory vaccinations which are being
of genetic bloodlines in understanding, defend- weaponised. This is no exaggeration. We have
ing and taking hold of our heritage. Although reason to believe that the present Swine Flu
detailed papers will be included on this subject pandemic has been carefully orchestrated by
in due course, it must be understood when read- those who have much to gain financially while
ing our magazine that the Law and the eternal at the same time achieving their goal of populacovenants were only given to Israel and never to tion reduction.
any other people, You only have I known of all
the families of the earth. Amos 3:2. This is the If this is quite new to you, then prayerfully keep
exclusivity of Israel. If you were not born an an open mind and read the section on Swine Flu.
Israelite you cannot become one.
We have included a leaflet to download and
distribute. Much of this information will not be
By this there is no implied disparagement of the found in the main stream media.
other races. Yahweh by His sovereign will
chose to put His Spirit within Abram and Sarai Please remember that Yahweh has given us
and their seed – their genetic offspring [Gen every botanical as a medicine against disease so
17:5]. This imbuement takes place not at birth that we can maintain control of our own bodies.
but at conception and it is from above [anothen] If we observe His food laws, reject the drugs
John 3:7 and we have nothing for which to take and quackery of Big Pharma and are not dethe credit.
ceived by the media driven scares and scams,
then we shall enjoy His promised preservation.
When an Israelite marries outside their race, Praise Yah.
then the resulting offspring are like the broken
Editor
cisterns of Jeremiah 2:13 which cannot hold the
editor@newensign.christogenea.org
water of the Spirit. But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for
they are foolishness unto him: neither can he
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If the elders decided a child was defective or
weakly, it was simply allowed to die of expoBy
sure. From seven to twenty, the young Spartan
Don Bell
was trained for service to the State. At twenty he
(An extract with permission from
entered military service and was forced to join a
The CDL USA)
"dining club" where trusted leaders kept him
thoroughly in line with the aims of the State,
SPARTAN COMMUNISM
and prevented his showing any symptoms of
initiative, individual thought or other forms of
nyone who believes the idea of a totalitar- what now is called mental illness.
ian and planned society started with Karl
Marx and the system called Marxism, has At the age of 30, the Spartan became a full
overlooked the lesson we should have learned citizen of the State and then took on a new set of
from Greece, as it really began with Lycurgus of State duties and responsibilities.
Sparta.
At that time Sparta Citizens were barred by law from engaging in
had two kings and a trade or manufacturing as these were State moconstitution and a nopolies and only the chosen could engage in
congress to make the enterprise of any type. Citizens were forbidden
laws. Yet Lycurgus to possess gold or silver and, paper not having
became
dictator, been invented, all money was made of iron.
without actually deposing the kings, There was no such thing as private property and
abolishing the con- all wealth was, in theory, derived from the land.
gress or revoking Ground was parcelled out to influential Spartans,
the constitution. It slaves cultivated the land; and a strict accountwas—as in the Unit- ing was made to the government each year.
ed States of today—
a peaceful revolu- The principle aim of the Spartan system of govtion "within the form." The citizens thought ernment was guaranteed security for all through
they had a limited constitutional monarchy, but the development of an invincible soldier citizenactually they had a socialized democracy with ry and peacetime conscription. In the United
Lycurgus controlling the whole government as States in the past conscription served the same
dictator, even as the Invisible Government con- aim. But, instead of producing better soldiers,
trols the United States.
the system produced worse soldiers. In the Persian Wars, the volunteer soldier armies of AthAs soon as Lycurgus had complete control of all ens proved so superior to the drafted armies of
agencies of the government, he issued an order Sparta, that the latter system began falling into
that there would be no more written laws, and disrepute along with the entire socialist idea.
that the laws of the land would vary from day to Socialism wasn't even tried again until after the
day as the Invisible Government would deter- Dark Ages.
mine. Military discipline was forced at all times
and every Spartan was expected to be a soldier
GREEK DEMOCRACY
until he had reached the age of 60.
Meanwhile in Athens a thing called
Family life was not prohibited in Sparta, but, a "Democracy" was being developed. But let's not
few days after a child was born, it had to be blame the Greeks for inventing the type of
brought before the elders of the community. The "democracy" we're being sold today. Only the
elders would then decide whether the child was freemen—only those who paid tax on
worthy to become a member of Spartan society. property—were allowed to vote. There was no
If the elders considered it a healthy child, the such thing as universal suffrage.
parents were permitted to take it back home and
keep it for the first seven years. When it became It was not Athenian democracy which caused
seven years of age, the state took the child away the fall of Athens, but her money manipulators
from its home. It was never to return.
and her corruption in the market place, all of

A History Of Evil

A
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which brought on deficit financing and a foreign
policy based on expediency. Athens became the
world center for trade, commerce and international banking. Naturally, it attracted the
"eternal internationalists" who were being kicked
around all over the world, and migrating naturally to the spots where they could practice their
now perfected profession of money changing
which they had picked up along with the Talmud, at Babylon. And the Greeks, who were
engulfed in the quest for art and culture, were
too busy to notice what was going on in the
market place.
History indicates that it all started with a crash
in the commodity exchanges of Greece. A depression similar to that of 1929 A.D. occurred,
and Pericles, who was otherwise a great man,
created a deficit financed program that made
FDR, who was not a great man, seem like small
potatoes.
He conceived the idea of putting all the unemployed people of Athens on the government
payroll, building Parthenons, Temples to
Athena, art galleries, dams, etc. That went
over splendidly for a few years, until the
people began realizing that there wasn't anything to back up all the money they had. Just
before the bust that's bound to follow boom,
when money isn't solid, Pericles engineered
another war with Sparta, and the crash was
averted for awhile.
But, in the manner of the Democrats, Pericles
left the door open for charges of "corruption in
office." A young man named Cleon decided to
run on the ticket opposite Pericles. The Demos
of Athens yelled "We like Cleon," and Cleon
was elected to end the Spartan war and clean up
the mess. Instead, Cleon perfected the most
gigantic bureaucracy the world had ever known
up to that time.
Athens never recovered from the financial crash
which was bound to come. And when Philip of
Macedonia stood at the gates of the once proud
city, ready to march in as the conquering hero,
history records that Athens was a hollow democracy in which the people were ground down by
poverty and resigned to a spiritless dependence
on the state for their daily crusts of bread.

lesson which we ignore. However, the Serpent
Race learned a lesson on how to control human
mass movements and how to make a people
contribute willingly toward their own destruction, a lesson which it has never ignored.
INTERNATIONALIST ALEXANDER
The world conquest by
Alexander the Great was
different. The Chaldean
world government under Nimrod caused creation of the anti-Christ
and the Babylonian
economy. The world
government of Nebuchadnezzar's time perfected
these systems and added a third: control of
nations. The Medeo-Persian world government
perfected all three, and added the international
cartel system for control of trade and commerce,
which today makes the Marrano Rockefellers
spiritual brethren of the Rothschilds.
But the mission of Alexander the Great's world
government was to spread culture, philosophy
and the Greek language—and to drive the Lost
Tribes of Israel Northward and Westward to a
new land, in Europe, and the British Isles.
Alexander, in other words, began by being an
instrument of God, rather than the devil. The
Ninth Chapter of Daniel prophesies the rise and
fall of Alexander and the division of his empire
after his death, with unerring accuracy. And the
historian Josephus recorded how, when Alexander entered Judea, he was met by the high priest
Jaddua (Neh. 12: 11, 22) at Mizpeh. Jaddua
headed a long procession of priests and citizens
of Judea who at that time were true Judahites,
not Jews, and they all were dressed in white
linen. Alexander was so impressed that he was
shown Daniel's prophecy concerning himself.
He then offered a sacrifice to God in the court
of the temple, and granted the Judeans the liberty to live according to the law of Moses and
even granted them freedom from tribute in the
sabbatical years. Alexander believed himself
divinely chosen for his task, and founded over
70 cities where Greek learning survived and
otherwise helped prepare the way for the coming Messiah.

From the glory that was Greece we had a heritage of art, culture and philosophy, and a history
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Then the serpents got at him, convincing him
that he, himself was the Messiah. He was determined to found his world capital at Babylon and
proclaimed himself a god and was struck down
at the height of a drunken orgy. His world was
divided into four parts, but in his twelve years
of winged conquest, he had done all the things
appointed unto him. (History of Evil can be
obtained from the CDL - Details on the right)
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Classical And Biblical Records
Identifying The Phoenicians (Part 1)
© 2006 William R. Finck Jr.
especially since the 1960’s. Typically,
rchaeology as we know it today is whatever archaeological discovery
a rather young science, which has which suits the jewish view of ancient
developed under the burden of Israel is labelled as Israelite, while anymany assumptions concerning history thing which does not appear to be jewish
which are commonly held, but not neces- is considered to be Canaanite, Hittite, or
sarily correct. It is also a very inexact Philistine, et al. An example of this is
science, where various interpretations found in a review of Dan II. A Chronicle
may be disputed concerning each new of the Excavations and the Late Bronze
discovery. Yet archaeology is not history, Age “Mycenaean” Tomb in the journal
archaeologists are not historians, and Near Eastern Archaeology, 67:3 (2004),
their field came into its present form only p. 176, where it is evident that the authors
after outgrowing the lesser position it of this study of the findings at Tel Dan in
once held as Palestine are quite oblivious to the fact
part of the an- that the Mycenaean (Danae) Greeks and
thropology de- the Israelite tribe of Dan were indeed one
partment in the and the same people. It would not suit the
typical univer- jews to discover that this branch of the
sity.
“Indo-European”, Aryan Greeks were indeed Hebrews, although on occasion
While many ar- such a discussion has not been avoided.
chaeologists
Of course, all of the archaeologists menhave a good tioned in connection with the study are
understanding of the history of the region jews.
which they study, such is not at all true of
the Near East. Especially in Palestine, the Today’s archaeologists, and many
history of the region has been distorted ‘scholars’ in other fields, consider the
not only due to the incorrect identifica- Philistines and the Hittites – and some
tion of the ancient inhabitants, but also even include the tribe of Dan also – to
due to its politicisation resulting from have been “Indo-European” interlopers
‘Zionism and the Arab-Jewish conflict of in the land of Canaan, and this is done in
recent decades. The jews have controlled spite of the fact that the Hebrew Bible
the archaeology of the region very tightly, places Philistines in Canaan before the
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Israelites existed as a nation (Genesis attempts to rewrite history in a manner
chapters 21 and 26), and also attests that which suits the various jewish factions.
the Hittites are a branch of the Canaanite To this writer, there is no topic in which
race (i.e. Gen 10:15). These same such practices are more evident, from the
‘scholars’ also often label the Canaanites earliest applications of the field of archaeas a branch of the Shemites, yet the Bible ology, than in the discussions concerning
attests that both the Philistines and the one of ancient Europe’s most illustrious
Canaanites descended from the Hamites people: those whom the Greeks called
(Gen. 10:6-29). Additionally, the ancient Phoenicians. Here we shall examine the
Israelites are commonly believed to have identity of this great people, from the
been jews, who are therefore considered Bible and from supporting historical
to be Shemites. The mixed-race non- sources.
Adamic arabs are also errantly considBecause the same races of people did not
always occupy any particular city, but
entire cities or countries often completely
changed hands (as is especially evident
in the Bible), when discussing any region
it is necessary to establish chronological
parameters. Before the Israelite Exodus,
historical documents show that Egypt
exerted authority over the lands of the
Levant. In early Egyptian documents,
such as inscriptions of the Pharaohs Ahmose I and Thutmose III, and The Story
ered to be Shemites. In actuality, the of Si-nuhe which dates to the days of
Hebrew Bible itself shows that the origi- Isaac, a place called “the lands of the
nal Shemites were White people, in the Fenkhu”, apparently on the northern Lefew places where notice is made of racial vant, was mentioned (see Ancient Near
characteristics (i.e. 1 Sam. 16:12; 17:42; Eastern Texts, James B. Pritchard, ed.,
Song of Sol. 5:9-16; Lam. 4:7). It is the Princeton Univ. Press, 1969 [hereinafter
separate field of linguistics which is prob- ANET] pp. 21, 234 and 241). While
ably most responsible for many of many point to this and conjecture that
today’s errant viewpoints. Language these are the people later called Phoenishould not be used as a primary means of cians by the Greeks, the connection is
identifying race, as we in America today very tenuous, and any similarity in the
should certainly be aware!
names is a mere coincidence. The 11th
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
So while the jews have abused both ar- under “Phoenicia” also disclaims the derchaeology and language studies in order ivation of Phoenicia from the Egyptian
to maintain the false claims made con- word, which it says “was apparently used
cerning their own identity, the actual of Asiatic barbarians in general”. Rather,
historical records, including the Hebrew Phoenician in Greek has a meaning and a
Bible, are dismissed as error or propagan- definitely discernible etymology. Yet in
da, or both, or even as a concocted fiction the Hebrew Old Testament and other
(as the school of “Biblical Minimalists” documents of the post-Exodus period,
often asserts), in various and parallel
( Page 6 )

there are no people mentioned having War continuing throughout a “dark age”
any of these names, Phoenician or Fenkhu. in Greek history: those centuries which
While it is clear that many of the inhabit- followed the Dorian conquest of Greece
ants of the Levant and the “Phoenician” from about 1150 B.C., a period of which
coast were called Canaanite in ancient very little is known. All of the surviving
Egyptian records (i.e. ANET p. 246) and Greek historical writings date from only
their own (the Amarna letters), in the the 5th century B.C. It is this coinciding
Hebrew records and in those of other period of Israelite occupation of Palesnations both before and after the Israelite tine which we are interested in here, conoccupation of Palestine (ca. 1400-586 sidering the “golden age” of Phoenicia
B.C.), Phoenicia is a Greek term of and the spread of a more advanced culwhich our first records are in Homer, ture throughout the Mediterranean. For
who in the 7th century B.C. wrote of this reason alone, it is of the utmost imevents – particularly the Trojan War –
portance that Biblical
which took place just after 1200 B.C.
scholars properly identiThe Classical Greek writers who folfy the “Phoenicians”.
lowed Homer wrote of the Phoenicians
almost as if they were a people passed on.
Strabo
While there were still people in Phoenicia
who were excellent ship-builders and
Speaking briefly of gesailors, they were well past the apex of
ography, Phoenicia to
their culture. And while Phoenician colothe Greeks was more
nies in the west thrived, notably in than just the small swath of coast in the
Carthage and Iberia, the “golden age” of northern Levant depicted on many Bible
the Phoenicians clearly eclipsed with the maps today. That demarcation is from
demise of Biblical Israel. The Classical later Roman times and closely represents
writers never mentioned Israel, so far as the Roman-era administrative region. For
I have found, but called the people of the example, Strabo (ca. 63 B.C. - 25 A.D.),
region Phoenicians or Syrians. Tyre and an authority on the topic, in his GeograSyria both came into Greek from the phy described Phoenicia as practically
same Hebrew word Tsor (6865). The the entire eastern Mediterranean coast,
Phoenicians of the Greek writers of the from the northern parts and the coast of
5th and 4th centuries B.C. were already modern Syria all the way south to the
said to have colonized nearly all of the edges of the Nile river, including even
Mediterranean, the coasts of northern Af- Gaza and the coast of the Sinai (16.2.21,
rica, the Iberian (Hebrew) peninsula, the 33). This alone should call into question
British isles (the Cassiterides or Tin Is- the description of the Phoenicians as
lands), large parts of Anatolia, the isles merely Canaanites, for in Biblical times
of the Aegean, and even parts of Greece it is clear that both Philistines and Israelitself, at a time well before their own, for ites occupied those coasts.
which the historical citations are quite
numerous. They also credited the Phoeni- While the Greek Septuagint (LXX) is
cians with the spread throughout the superior to the jewish Masoretic Text of
Mediterranean of all sorts of crafts and the Old Testament in many respects, it is
skills, in addition to the use of letters and not without errors in translation which
writing. All of this occurred, more or less, affect even this topic. In the LXX, the
in the centuries just before the Trojan Hebrew word for Canaanite was some( Page 7 )

times errantly translated as Phoenician, Where “In historical times the Phoeniwhich reflects the composition of the cians called themselves Canaanites and
area and the geographical labelling in use their land Canaan”, as the 9th edition of
when the LXX was translated from He- the Encyclopaedia Britannica reads citbrew, during the Hellenistic period fol- ing surviving fragments of the Greek
lowing the conquests of Alexander, but historian Hecataeus of Miletus, the Bibliwhich is not historically accurate in the cal student should expect Hecataeus,
context of the much earlier Israelite peri- who wrote in the very late 6th and early
od of occupation in Canaan.
5th centuries B.C., to have found Canaanites in Phoenicia, most of the Israelites
After the deportations of the Israelites by having been removed years earlier. The
the Assyrians and Babylonians in the 8th Greeks continued to call these non-Israelto 6th centuries B.C., most of the people ite peoples “Phoenicians”, but only bewho remained in the area which became cause they dwelt in the land which they
known as Phoenicia were Canaanites, called “Phoenicia”. Hence where Mark
along with others of Israel’s ancient ene- (7:26) calls a certain woman “Syro-Phoemies. Along with the new peoples nician”, Matthew (15:22) more accuratebrought into the region by its conquerors ly identifies that same woman as a
(i.e. Ezra 4:9-10), these Canaanites, Hit- Canaanite. Yet the Israelite historical
tites and others occupied nearly all the books in the LXX are more reliable than
land once belonging to Israel (i.e. Ezra their counterparts in the Masoretic Text
9:2), including the lands of Asher (later (and so the A.V.) in many respects, and
“Phoenicia”), Ephraim and Manasseh as much is realized by comparing them to
(later Samaria), and much of Judaea, but the writings of Josephus or to their counnot Jerusalem nor most of Galilee.
terparts among the Dead Sea Scrolls.

To be continued

Lesson One - On The Covenant
By the late Nord Davis Jr.
(Continued from last issue)
Kinsmen: Understanding the issue of
the Covenants is crucial to understanding the Bible. If you have this
wrong, you will make all kinds of
mistakes. You will be encouraged to
make these mistakes by both Jews
and evangelicals, neither of whom
are under the Covenants. -- Pastor
Eli James

T

hese young men had opened their
discussion with me by asking me if I
was a "New Testament" Christian.
When I did not respond promptly enough,
they began their presentation to me by
taking me down the primrose path of the
Roman Road. My first question to these
sincere people was this: "What is the New

Testament, anyway?" In any sales arena,
once you get the prospect talking or asking questions, you are on your way to a
sale. Having told me that they were graduating students, they were more than
willing to answer my question. Further,
since they had claimed that glorious status, it was up to them to explain the term.
One of them told me that while the Old
Testament dealt with the Jews and The
Law, the New Testament was primarily
for the Gentiles and operated under
Christ’s Grace. He flatly stated that the
New Testament Church was not to be
concerned with The Old Law, which had
been abandoned at The Cross, but was to
emphasize Christ’s Grace.
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The other student nodded in agreement
but then added that Almighty God had
been unsuccessful with the Jews, who
had a history of sinful ways. Thus, Our
Heavenly Father had to put out a new
plan, bringing the Gospel to the Gentiles
who are the non-Jewish people. The student then added, as though it was an
established fact, that Almighty God had
done His Best with the Jewish people, but
when they rejected His Son, He decided to
extend the plan of salvation to all the
world, all men, whosoever will, to accept
and have the peace of knowing that they
would go to heaven when they die.

of Salvation. Quite frankly, as we shall
see, it has everything to do with it.
If you are under the New Testament, and
it is a binding contract of some kind, who
is the Party of the First Part and who is
the Party of the Second Part, and what
performance does that contract spell out
in lawful terms? What is the consideration? When does, or did, it go into effect?
If you cannot answer these questions, do
not feel ignorant, for these graduating
students of a very well-known Bible College could not do so either. For them, my
questions were just as if the Bible had
hundreds of blank pages.

I had, heard that theology promoted for
years, but did they have Scripture to back Any contract is binding on all Parties, and
it up? In all of their answers, only a sum- each of them can legally force the other to
mary of which is written above, they still perform according to the terms, exactly as
had not answered the question: What is set forth. It is an exclusive document. In
the New Testament? If you are going to, other words, if you are not named in it,
talk about something, especially if you you are not a Party to it.
expect to teach others, you ought to know
what the terms mean. What is a testa- When I had stopped at my car, which is a
mint condition Lincoln Mark IV, the
ment? What is a covenant?
young men remarked about it. So, in talkOn the way, to get a cup of coffee with ing with them over coffee, I asked them if
them, I went past my car and picked up they had a car while here at school. One
my Bible. While enjoying coffee, I went on said he did not. The other pointed to the
to teach my surprised students that in street in front of the restaurant to a nice
every case in the New Testament both the looking older Chevy pickup sitting at the
word testament and the word covenant curb. I asked him if he meant the blue one
were translated from the same Greek with the expired meter. He bounded out
word diathó. It is Strong’s Greek word # to feed the meter before he came into
1242* as I had it noted in my Cambridge conflict with the law. I asked him later if
Wide Margin Bible. When I opened my there was some price at which he would
Bible on the table before them, and they sell me that pretty truck. He admitted
saw all the notes I had put there in the that at some price, he’d sell it, but it
margins, they knew that they had been would be high, "a lot more than the book
"had." Both words mean "a contract." Well, value." I told him that in this case, money
what is a contract? What is this New was no object. Suppose I bought that blue
Testament (contract) under which some- Chevy truck, and drove it home. How
one must perform according to a specific would the public ever know that there
was a contract between us? You would be
thing before I can become a Christian?
the Party of the First Part, and I would be
By now my young friends were both frus- the Party of the Second Part, and the
trated and curious. They thought that object of the contract would be the pickup.
they had answered my question, and here How does the world know that I own that
I was asking them the same question truck now that you no longer own it? Well,
again. They simply could not understand the license plate, except to a police officer,
what my question had to do with the Plan would not prove it. Nor, in fact, would the
contract itself, for no one would ever see
( Page 9 )

either it, or the subsequent title, as they
would both be locked away in my safe. No,
they would properly assume some contract must exist, or within a few days the
"blue light" would come by and take it
away from me. Does that make sense?
Now, so that we will
understand any contract a little more
specifically,
suppose that I left my
keys to my new
truck in the ignition,
and some person
jumped in and drove off with it. What
would you call that person? You would
call him a thief. Yes, but why is he a thief?
There is only one reason! When push
comes to shove, his name is not to be
found on the contract that conveyed your
blue pickup to me. If his name is not in
the contract, then he is not a Party to the
contract regardless, of any other extenuating circumstances. No matter what worthy cause or reason that thief had to take
my truck, the blunt fact is that he is a
thief because the contract does not include his name!

with the house of
Israel and with
the house of Judah..."
These words came
from
the
King
James Version, but
I want to add here.
However differently
we Christians believe on other matters,
these same exact words, and intent, appear in the Roman Catholic DouayRheims and every other old and new
translation on my library shelves. Now
that you have read this verse, who is the
Party of the First Part? Answer: The Lord.
How reliable is this contract? It is as
reliable- as Almighty God’s Word, and
that is beyond question. Now, be careful
in your answer: Who is the Party of the
Second Part? Does your Bible say that the
Party of the Second Part is the Gentiles,
meaning some non-Israelite people? Is
the Party of the Second Part, either "all
men" or "whosoever will?" No, the exclusive contract is with only two entities, the
House of Israel and the House of Judah.
Do you see that?

Now, with that lesson on the law in mind,
what is the New Testament (contract)
that you claim to be a Party to? Who is
the Party of the First Part, and who is the
Party of the Second Part, what is the
"blue pickup" involved, when did the contract take effect and what was the
"consideration" that made it lawful? If you
are a New Testament Christian, you
should have no trouble delineating these
terms to me. This should be Basic Bible
101, and yet not one Christian in a thousand can answer that one question.
Where do you find the terms of the New
Testament set forth in Scripture?

Now, the question to be resolved is this: If
you are not part of either the House of
Israel or the House of Judah, what right
do you have to the New Testament contract, whatever it is? Don’t you see that if
you are not of one or the other of these
entities, you have no right whatever? You
are just like that thief making off with my
blue Chevy pickup, claiming some kind of
right when none really exists! We do not
care about all your "extenuating circumstances." We are not interested in your
humanist philosophy, posing as Christianity, that insinuates that Almighty God
would not be either fair or loving if He
made His Contract only with the Israel
I pointed my two young students to He- people. One of these young men tried to
brews, Chapter 8 at verse 8:
introduce the foolish idea that the
"Gentiles" were supposed to be "grafted in"
"For finding fault with them, he saith, and be thus granted a place in the coveBehold, the days come, saith the Lord, nant. I reminded him that only olive
when I will make a new covenant
branches can be grafted into olive trees.
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You cannot graft in either figs or sugar "For this is the covenant that I will
maple branches to olive trees.
make with the house of Israel after
those days, saith the Lord; I will put
The other young preacher suggested that my laws into their mind, and write
it was the non-Israelite Gentiles who, in them in their hearts: and 1 will be to
Jesus, had become "spiritual Israel." I them a God, and they shall be to me a
asked him if he could show me the term, people."
"spiritual Israel," anywhere in the Bible
and he admitted that he had never seen
it in all the years he had been studying at
Tennessee Temple. I told him that the
Word of God states that the New Testament is made with the same people, that
is, the sons of the same people, that the
Old Testament was made with! Read the
next verse:
"Not according to the covenant that I made with
their fathers in the day when 1 took them by
the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt;
because they continued not in my covenant,
and 1 regarded them not, saith the Lord."
So, you see, contrary to what your preacher teaches you Sunday after Sunday, the
New Testament Church is based upon the
New Testament contract which specifies
God’s Laws twice and never even mentions the matter of grace once. Where do
they get this nonsense that the Law has
been done away with and they are some
New Testament Christians living under
simple grace? Don’t you see that without
Of course, they had to admit that they really the Law in full force and effect, there
could not make any such claim if they were not would be no value whatever to any Grace
of either Israel or Judah. After a number of years that might be later bestowed upon us?
in Bible school, with their spiritual future all
carefully laid out, they suddenly had the expres- To understand this teaching, think of
sions of someone on the outside looking in. I yourself speeding down the highway and
told them not to let their heart be troubled, for being pulled over by a State Trooper. He
we need to read the terms of the New Covenant has your speed posted right there in his
to get the rest of the story. It really does have a radar gun. You have violated the Law. It
happy ending for it is the world’s most beautiful is the Trooper’s job to give you a citation
love story.
that may cost you $100. You know that
you will have to pay. Still, he is looking at
Now that we know who the Party of the you and making a decision as to whether
First Part is, and who the Party of the or not to actually give you the citation.
Second Part is, what in the New Testa- Suddenly, for no apparent legal reason,
ment contract is the object, like the blue he decides to let you go with a warning:
pickup, of the contract? What is to be "Take it easy through here." His warning
done, and by whom? Here is what the was grace, for by the Law, he should have
Word of God has to say about the terms of given you a ticket. Now, suppose that
the New Testament as set forth in He- there was no such thing as a highway
brews 8:10:
speed law? First, the trooper would have

So, we see here that Almighty God has
not changed His Mind, and abandoned
His People Israel in favour of "all men" or
"whosoever" but made the New Testament
with the very same people as before. Tell
me, if you are not the children of these
fathers of old, what business do you have
claiming the Rights and Privileges of this
New Covenant?
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no right to even stop you. If he did stop and verse 1. Here is what St. Paul has to
you and then gave you his grace, of what say on the matter:
value would it be? No value! He could not
"...And for this cause he is the mediahave given you a citation anyway!
tor of the new testament, that by
Do you see how subtle the deceiving min- means of death, for the redemption of
isters are, by destroying the value and the transgressions that were under
beauty of Grace by teaching the lie that the first testament, they which are
the very essence of the New Testament, called might receive the promise of
God’s Law in our minds and hearts, has eternal inheritance. For where a tesbeen done away with at The Cross? Then, tament is, there must also of necessity
if the deceiver can seduce you into eating be the death of the testator. For a
swine’s flesh and the broth of abominable testament is of force after men are
things, he can get you to where you will dead: otherwise it is of no strength at
be forbidden to enter into the Kingdom as all while the testator liveth."- Heset forth in Isaiah 65:1-7 and Isaiah 66:17. brews 9:15-17
Can you imagine
these young preachers by this time?
They had believed
that they were New
Testament
Christians. They had been
taught, and firmly believed,
that
this
meant that the Law had been abandoned
at The Cross, and that Grace had supplanted it for the past 2,000 years. Now,
here comes Nord Davis, Jr. teaching them
that even the wonderful New Testament
applied only to some long-forgotten entities called the House of Israel and the
House of Judah. To make matters worse,
it now appeared that all non-Israelite
"gentiles" seemed to have no part in the
New Testament in the first place! As with
the dog-lady in the Foreword, they could
not steal, beg or wish their way into that
exclusive status, even if they wanted to
do so. The plain fact is that the New
Testament was never made with "the
church" at all, and the Bible never says so.
Instead, it was made with a very distinct
racial and national entity, with implications dealing with matters of the Law.
Who, and where, is Jacob-Israel in this
day and age?
Let’s see if we can figure it out. First of all,
when did the New Testament contract go
into effect? Some say that the New Testament began with St. Matthew, Chapter 1

So, the New Testament went into effect at
the very instant that Christ died on The
Cross. At that instant, wherever the
House of Israel and the House of Judah
were located in the
dispersion, they suddenly had the Law
written
in
their
minds and in their
hearts. At that moment, Almighty God
became a God to them
again, and they became
His
people
again. Wherever the
Jacob-Israel people
were located, from that time on, Christianity began to grow. Why did this happen? It happened because God’s law
became an intrinsic part of their minds
and hearts. Yes, they were sinners but
the difference is that they knew they were
doing wrong when they did it. Other peoples, as is clear around the world, do not
seem to have this internal guiding gift of
The Law written in their inward parts.
There is a school of incorrect theology
which teaches that the blessings of the
New Testament are now applied to the
body of believers which they call, The
Church. Yet, long after The Church had
been established, St. Paul in Hebrews
still goes right back and proclaims the
New Testament on the two houses of
Jacob-Israel. The New Testament, as you
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will see as we look closer and closer at it,
is a national and a racial blessing. The
main thing to resolve is which people are
the inheritors of that blessing.
We might study for a long time trying to
prove who Israel is in the world today.
Why, instead, don’t we find out who is
driving "the blue Chewy pickup truck?"
Does it make sense that whoever is driving the "blue pickup" is the Party of the
Second Part in the New Testament contract? Who is it that, through their activities down through the last 2,000 years,
seems to display that they have the Laws
of Almighty God written in their minds
and hearts? Who is it that just happens to
have the natural propensity and the intrinsic desire to know and do the ways of
God? Who seems to have the bells ringing
in their gene memories such that when
the Christian gospel is preached, they
just naturally respond to it?

House of Israel, is to actually deny the
intended effect of Christ’s death on The
Cross. To believe that the Jews are descended from ancient Jacob-Israel may be
as wicked a philosophy as any around, for
in that one teaching, you are testifying
that Jesus Christ did not accomplish His
Mission when He went to the Cross, because the Jews have never had the Law
written in their inward parts, as specifically established, and set forth in the
New Testament contract.

By this time, the young Bible students
were completely baffled. They understood
every point as I taught it to them. But if
the Church cannot be the Jacob-Israel
entity of the New Covenant, because the
blessings are racial and national in substance, and the Jewish people cannot be
Jacob-Israel because it is obvious over the
past 2,000 years that the Law was never
written in their minds and hearts, pursuant to the New Testament contract, then
Let’s be fruit inspectors for a moment. As who are the Israel people in the world
you look around the world for a great today?
Christian testimony, have we found it in
Again, in what people
the Chinese people? No, they have their
do you see driving the
heathen religions, mostly Eastern cults
"blue Chevy pickup?" As
based upon secular humanism, but it is
you look at the world
not Christianity. How about the Negroes
today, and think back
in Africa? Even the form of Christianity
through history, has
brought there by Christian missionaries,
there been and is there
has yet to produce a single Christian naa race of people who
tion in all of Africa, even after a hundred
seem to have the Law
years of trying by thousands of sincere
written in their minds
people.
and hearts from the moment of The Cross? What-race of people
How about the most obvious people, those do you find written about in Foxe’s Book
who like to call themselves Jews and Isra- of Martyrs? Do you see any Negro or
el? Can’t you see that for 2,000 years they Chinese people in those illustrations? No,
have never shown that the Law was writ- they are all your forefathers of Europe
ten in their minds and hearts since The being bound to the stake. Do any of those
Cross! If there is any one thing consistent people appear to be of the Jewish race so
with Jewish people over the centuries, it far as you can tell? No, all of them are
is that they have never accepted the Caucasians and they were being put to
Christian message, Gospel or Way of life. death for their Christian faith. Does it
They demonstrate no evidence at any seem, after reading your copy of Foxe’s
time of God’s Laws being written in their Book of Martyrs, that perhaps the Caucahearts and minds. If not now, when?
sian people might just be the people
"driving the blue Chevy pickup?" Are they
To preach and teach that the anti-Christ the very ones who have accepted the GosJews are of the House of Judah or the pel of Jesus Christ by the millions over
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the years since Our Saviour died for us a Who else has published all the Bibles,
couple thousand years ago?
sent missionaries everywhere, and been
the helping people to all who suffer famI have in my library a very old book print- ine and natural disasters? With precious
ed in 1680 by Rev. John H. Thompson few exceptions, that divine appointment,
titled A Cloud Of Witnesses. * A glance that calling from the foundation of the
down the Table of Contents, I find the world, has fallen upon those of us of the
names of Alison, Bryce, Cochran, Finlay, Caucasian race.
...Nesbit, ...Potter, Smith, and Watt.
The Jacob-Israel people, God’s Caucasian
Not one name is Jewish so far as I can race, do not hate anyone except those who
tell. Not one has a Chinese or East Indian are ordained to be God’s enemies. We are
name. The last testimony of one James God’s servant people, those destined by
Robertson, who was executed in Edin- God to be the helpers and the healers of
burgh, Scotland on December 15, 1682, others, even those, to use the Scriptural
was eighteen pages long. He had a lot to word, who are the dogs among us. For two
get off his chest before he died. It begins hundred years, since Oliver Holden wrote
on page 240 with these precious and in- it, we have sung the Coronation hymn:
spiring words:
"Ye Chosen Seed of Israel’s Race,
Ye Ransomed from The Fall,
"Dear Friends, True Lovers of Zion’s
Bring
forth His Royal Diadem
Righteous Cause, ... (ending).... FareAnd crown Him Lord of All."
well to all things in time ... Farewell
Holy Scriptures. Farewell prayer,
meditation, faith and hope. Welcome What did the translators of the King
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit-Wel- James know, and the martyrs for Christ
come praises for evermore." - James know, and Oliver Holden of the Massachusetts Bay ColoRobertson
ny know, that our
ministers have takHere are two witnesses, a man who was
en from us? They
executed for his faith in 1680, and the
never told us that
scholarly translators of the King James
"the Gentiles" are in
Bible, both telling us that it is among the
fact the lost sheep
Caucasian people that you are to look to
of Israel, scattered
find Zion, the people of the New Testaacross the world,
ment; and the lost sheep of the House of
generally north and
Jacob-Israel. These translators even statwest of Jerusalem,
ed that King James was the Hopeful
some
745
years
before
Christ. We have
Seed, alluding to the seed of the Sceptre
of Judah set forth in Genesis, chapter 49. never been told the glorious truth that
No other people fit, in such exact detail at instead of being racial outsiders strugevery point, those marks of Israel identifi- gling to be "grafted in," we are actually
cation throughout the Bible. What other those peculiar and stubborn sheep who
people have fulfilled, and seem to be ful- eventually hear His Voice and follow Him.
filling every prophecy set forth in the Isn’t it exciting to know who you are, and
Holy Writ? There are only three classifica- that while you were yet a sinner, God has
tions of people ever taught to be the Israel called you into His marvellous light? Isn’t
of God in Bible prophesy. One is The it wonderful and humbling to finally
Church. The second is the Jewish people, know that you and your children are inand the third are the Caucasian people, heritors of the Kingdom to come by both
who as a racial group, have become Chris- faith and race through the Election of
tians, of one brand or another, in the God?
hundreds of millions for two millenniums.
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If what has been written here is the truth, "unsaved," that is, an unrepentant sinner
are you going to let anyone take it away bound for hell. Curiously, there are two
from you? No! Then you are worthy to be words "lost" in the- New Testament. One,
included among those Christians found in where the salt has lost it savour. It is
Psalm 149 who have been given a major identical to the English word lost. Howevtask to do before Christ is to return again. er, in every other case, including the lost
May The Lord grant you wisdom to under- sheep, the Greek word is apollumi It is
stand His Word. Amen.
Strong’s word #622 and, as your preachers really know who have studied Greek,
After this lesson, you will understand why apollumi means to be lost in this case in
Almighty God had his ministers give the the sense of punishment. So, Jesus Christ
following benediction. Most of you have said he came not but unto the "put away
heard it a thousand times. It is found in in punishment sheep of the House of IsraNumbers 6:22-27:
el." That phrase has a national significance
not
a
personal
salvation
"And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Speak understanding. That is very different
unto Aaron and unto his sons, saying, on this than supposing that the word means an
wise ye shall bless the children of Israel saying "unsaved" individual. When you read your
unto them, The LORD bless thee, and keep Bible and come upon the word lost, you
thee; The LORD make his face to shine upon are to substitute the phrase, put away in
thee, and be gracious unto thee; The LORD lift punishment. Suddenly, the whole Scripup his countenance upon thee and give thee
ture will take on a startling new meaning.
peace."
The Greek word lost never means unFalse preachers alsaved in the meaning that it is most comways stop with this
monly used today. Are the lights going on
verse. There is one
for you?
more verse that they
do not want you to
The second word I want to address in this
think about: Stand
section is the word church. Christians
up and demand that
suppose that this original Greek word
your preacher also
meant some sort of assembly that is devotbless the Christians with the last verse:
ed to Christian worship, preaching, praying and prophesying. Some think it
"And they shall put my Name [Christian] upon
the children of Israel; and 1 will bless them." means an assembly, ekklesia, to have a
warm Christian fellowship, singing and
praising God, and so forth. If you will look
Glossary Of Several Terms Used up the word assembly in Vine's Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words,
In Star Wars, Lesson One.
you will again find the national intent of
Sometimes in listening to ministers on that word translated church. According
television, I come away with the impres- to Vine's, a church is "a body of citizens
sion that they suppose that Alexander gathered to discuss the affairs of state."
The Great invented the Greek language When Jesus said, "I will build my
for the benefit of Christians years later. church," He was saying that He would
Greek is a military language and many of build an assembly that would be informed
its idioms have military connotations. as to the affairs of state, that is, the propThe first word that we need to examine is er use of government. During one of His
the New Testament word, lost. Jesus church meetings, one of the disciples
said He came not but unto the "lost sheep asked. "Lord, wilt thou at this time reof the House of Israel." Do you think we store again the Kingdom to Israel?" [Acts
ought to know what "lost" means in this 1:61 Christ's answer was no in a round
and other verses? I asked my young stu- about way. I contend that the question
dents and they told me that it meant would never have been asked if the
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preaching and teaching in the assembly,
ekklesia, had not been about the affairs of
state. So, can there really be a separation
between the church and state? Of course
not, for the very idea of "the affairs of
state" is built right into the word church.
In early New England, and throughout
the American 17th Century colonies, they
did not improperly call their buildings
with the steeple and the bell, often used
for worship services, churches. They
were called "meeting houses" and it was
there that the "affairs of state" were openly discussed. Patrick Henry gave his stirring speech, "Give me liberty or give me
death!" in such an assembly meeting in
Richmond, Virginia. It was quite properly
a church. Thus, a New Testament
Church can only mean "an assembly of
Jacob-Israel gathered to discuss the affairs of state." One of the Gifts of the
Spirit, that all Christians are to have is the
Gift of governments as
set forth in I Corinthians 12:28. The proper
word for the so-called
churches today, where
the "affairs of state"
are never discussed,
would be an assembly
as set forth in James 2:2. There the word
is sunogoge, or synagogue in English. I
never attend synagogues. Please do not
invite me to go to one.
The third word is “Gentiles”. I asked one
of my students if he was a Jew. He told
me that he was not, but rather he was a
"gentile." Your preacher will tell you with
a straight face, even though he is familiar
with Greek and Latin, that anyone who is
not a Jew is a gentile. How silly! There is
no such thing as a singular gentile in the
Greek! “Gentiles” is from the Greek word
ethnos. Look up the word gentiles in your
Strong's Concordance, and you will see
that it is with Greek word # 1484. Hold
your finger there and look up the word
nations. You will find that it is also
Strong's Greek word # 1484. So, both
gentiles and nations are from the same
word, ethnos, and mean exactly the same

thing. Wherever you see the word nations,
you may substitute quite freely the word
gentiles. Wherever you see the word gentiles, you should really insert the word
nations. They mean one and the same
thing in both the Greek and in the Hebrew and gentiles is one of the few words
that the King James translators transliterated from the Latin. Since both gentiles
and nations mean a collective group, and
have no singular meaning, you cannot be
a gentile any more than you can be a
nation.
I refuse to let the ministers change it in
their effort to invent a new humanist
religion which they like to call New Testament Christianity with its mission to the
Gentiles. What is being taught today as
fundamental Christianity bears no resemblance to what was taught in America
when the Pilgrims and the Scottish Covenanters came here and gave us a government based upon Biblical principles and
liberty and prosperity in America was the
envy of the world. How can I answer the
question, "Are you a New Testament
Christian, a Gentile saved by Grace?"
Now, you know how to answer it, if you
have the time to do so. You must take the
time if it appears that the Christian has
ears to hear. One minister called me on
the phone from the mid-west and told me
that my early Star Wars pamphlets had
truly opened his eyes. He told me that he
had twenty years experience in the pulpit
and never come across so much truth.
Truth, I told him, was a gift of God which
was ordained for him to understand just
now. I asked him if he really had twenty
years experience in the pulpit, or just 3
months experience 80 times. He admitted
I was probably correct.

The fourth word is people as found in
Hebrews 8:10 in the Great Contract.
What do we know about this word
"people?" Are they whosoever will? No, the
New Testament contract specifically
states that it is made with the House of
Israel and the House of Judah, and not
with "the church" or with some new group
of non-Israel people. Almighty God,
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through the pen of St. Paul who was to make anyone a "New Testament Chrisquoting Jeremiah 31, used the Greek tian." But Paul did not use any of these
word laos for people. He could have select- words here, but instead the Greek word
ed the Greek word ochlos, meaning a Laos. Here is what the authoritative
crowd, throng or multitude. He did not VINE'S has to say about this very specific
select the Greek word, demos, meaning Greek word, Laos:
some common, vulgar people as spoken of
in Acts 12:22. He did not select the Greek "laos is used of a people at large, especialword ethnos, meaning a common nation ly a people assembled, a people of the
as in Roman 10:19. He did not use the same race and language."
Greek word for people, anthropos, meaning mankind in general as translated Is it time to rest my case on this
"men", i.e. people in John 6:10. If salvation matter of peoples and races?
was for All Men, The World, etc., any of ,
these Greek words could have been used

Edomite or Syrian
Clifton A. Emahiser
(By kind permission)

T

his is my forty-second monthly teaching “From this verse it would appear that we
letter and continues my fourth year of should welcome all Edomites into our congrepublication. It has come to my attention gations with open arms, and with no questhere is a very important transcription error in tions asked, and that we are somehow guilty
our present Bibles which I should point out of some dire contemptible sin for even thinkagain as I did in lesson #23. The reason for ing an evil thought against them. I ask you: Is
repeating this is because there are new peo- this not the impression which seized upon
ple on my mailing list who may not have you when you read this passage for the first
gotten lesson #23. At the end of each fiscal time? Remember the guilty, dirty, condemnyear ending in April, I put my back lessons into ing feeling which overcame you for even givyearbooks, and each of my last three year- ing the Edomites the slightest hint of
books can be purchased for $20 plus 10% disparaging thought, that possibly Yahweh
shipping. This is what I said in that particular might suddenly kill you in your very tracks for
lesson:
even blinking an eye? If this has been your
“As I promised you in my last teaching letter reaction when reading this passage in the
#22, I am going to clear up and document the past, forget it, for that is not what this verse is
problem with Deuteronomy 23:7. As I told you saying — not even remotely. I happened upon
before, there are approximately 27,000 trans- this verse many years ago when I listened to
lation errors in our present Bibles. Some vari- a presentation by an Identity speaker who
ous translations by various translators have was making reference to the Edomites by
attempted to clean up many of these discrep- using this verse as one of his points. At the
ancies, but the errors are very numerous and time, I decided to look into the Hebrew meanoverwhelming. The translation in Deuterono- ing of the word “Edomite” for myself. I found
my 23:7 is one them. I will start by quoting the Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance
Of The Bible assigned the term “Edomite”
this passage:
the Hebrew word #130 which says:
“Thou shalt not abhor an
“#130 ... Edômîy, ... Edôwmîy, ed-oEdomite; for he is thy brothmee’; patronymic [derived from
er: thou shalt not abhor an
father’s name] from 123; an Edomite,
Egyptian;
because
thou
or descendant from (or inhabitant of)
wast a stranger in his land.
Edom:— Edomite. See 726.
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“Inasmuch as I didn’t want to overlook any- ‘Aram’ (i.e., Syria), and ‘Arameans’
thing important, and I felt there was some- (i.e., Syrians), for ‘Edom’, and
thing desperately wrong with this passage, I ‘Edomites’, such as II Kings 16:6; II
decided to check on the word #726 which Chr. 20:2, where the KJV has followed
had the following to say:
the MT, but the RSV has followed an
emended text.
Petra - Mount
Sier former
“Note: I have followed the Hebrew characters
home of the
as faithfully as I know how to do on my compuEdomites
ter — I may have made a mistake ... The main
thing to notice here is the ‘similarity between the letters (d) and (r).’ You can
#726 ... Arôwmîy, see very readily, that a very small slip of the
ar-o-mee’; a cleri- pen can change the word from Edomite to
cal error for 130; Syrian, or Syrian to Edomite. I will enlarge
an Edomite (as in these two Hebrew letters and place them side
the margin):—
by side so you can observe the difference in
them:
Syrian.
“At once this truth struck me (and this was
about 15 years ago), for if the proper render- “ With just this very small change in the Hebrew
ing was “Syrian” instead of “Edomite”, it writing, and the word can be changed from
would make all the difference in the world. Syrian to Edomite!!! Think of it this way, syRian
Over the years, since that time, I have pointed or eDomite. By this above slight change, the
this clerical error out to many people of our Hebrew r sound is changed to a d sound.”
persuasion. At the time, I knew this made
more sense if Deuteronomy 23:7 were to Since I originally wrote this, I now realize that
correctly read “Syrian” rather than “Edomite” the small remnant of Judah from Jerusalem
for the Syrians were Abraham’s relatives, in who went into Babylonian captivity spoke Hebrew when they went in and spoke Chaldee
which case this verse would read:
when they came out seventy years later. Also,
“Thou shalt not abhor a Syrian; for he when they went in they were using a rounded
is thy brother: thou shalt not abhor an style of Hebrew to write in, and when they
Egyptian; because thou wast a came out they were using a square style of
stranger in his land.”
Hebrew. Is it possible that the changing from
“Over the years, I have been satisfied that a rounded style to a square style produced
the word should have been Syrian instead of such an error? Well, if it did, how many other
Edomite. I remember one party who chal- mistakes are there because of this? After all,
lenged me, indicating that it was only a cleri- it is absurd to believe we should not “abhor
cal error, and really didn’t mean anything. I an Edomite” when the Almighty hates them
finally came to the conclusion that it would be Himself, Malachi 1:3!
a hard proposition to prove and decided not
to push the point openly any further. That is,
however, until recently, when I was preparing
for this lesson, I accidentally discovered what
the clerical error was. I will now reveal to you
how I made this discovery. As I had decided
Non-Universal Teaching
to take up the topic of Esau, I was in the
process of reading anything and everything I
Ministries
could find on the subject. I was reading along
1012 N. Vine Street ,
in The Interpreter’s Dictionary of the
Fostoria , OH 44830
Bible, volume E-J, page 24, under the subtitle Edom, when I read this:
Ph. 419.435.2836;

Clifton A.
Emahiser’s

“... there are places where, because
of the similarity between the letters
(d) and (r), the text has wrongly read

Fax 419.435.7571; E-mail
caemahiser@sbcglobal.net
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UNCENSORED
URGENT ALERT

GENOCIDE NOW
Is the Government
planning to force you to have a
WEAPONISED vaccine?

T

he drug company Baxter International has
been found to have produced a seasonal
influenza (H3N2) vaccine that was
contaminated with live avian (bird) influenza
(H5N1) virus. Fortunately, tests carried out in
the Czech Republic identified the problem before the contaminated vaccine was distributed.

The Financial Incentive to Murder

In Europe, the USA and Japan, for example,
legislation exists that allows forcible vaccination of the population in the event of the pandemic – a gross violation of human rights.
However, from a drug company's perspective, it
means that the declaration of a pandemic in
The Toronto Sun reported that "While H5N1 these countries is a wonderful financial windfall
since the whole population can be
doesn't easily infect people,
forcibly injected with their vacH3N2 viruses do. If someone
cine and regardless of whether the
exposed to the two had been
vaccine has been proven to be efsimultaneously infected with
fective or safe.
both strains, he or she could
have served as an incubator for a
In fact, in the USA legislation has
hybrid virus able to transmit easbeen recently been passed that
ily to and among people.
gives vaccine makers legal indemnity, making it impossible for peoBaxter International is required
to adhere to Bio-safety Level 3 protocols which ple to sue for damages if they (or a family
should prevent accidental contamination of vac- member) suffer from adverse effects – or die –
cines. The fact that this contamination happened following their injection with the swine flu vacstrongly suggests that the contamination was cine.
either due to gross negligence, or was deliberate.

Was the contamination sanctioned by management in the hope that the contaminated vaccine
would start a pandemic of avian influenza, from
which the company could then profit by producing vaccines and other medications?

This vaccine is still in development, has
never been adequately tested and is
being rushed into production. Even without accidental or deliberate contamination,
would you trust the drug companies to look out
for your safety?

All indications point in that direction.

The Last “Swine Flu”

Journalist Jane Buergermeister has been researching the story and alleges that the contamination of Baxter’s influenza vaccines was
deliberate. She has filed criminal charges
against the company as well as the WHO and
the UN for conspiracy to commit genocide.

The last "swine flu" epidemic in 1976 resulted
in a large number of recipients suffering severe
side affects from the hastily manufactured and
untested swine flu vaccine. Prominent among
the adverse effects was hundred of cases of
Guillane Barre syndrome, a neurological breakdown that can include varying degrees of paral-
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ysis. The temptation for profit-hungry
companies such as Baxter to use its considerable resources to create a global pandemic and
then profit from it is enormous.

then by bringing criminal charges against the
perpetrators. But her efforts must be supported.
Ring or email your MP and Minister of Health.
or email his office: Let them know that you
know, and tell them that mandatory vaccinations are NOT ACCEPTABLE. And by all
means DON’T USE BAXTER VACCINE
WHILE THE COMPANY IS FACING CRIMINAL CHARGES!!!

We are fortunate in that the new Epidemic Preparedness Act (2006) does not specifically allow for compulsory vaccination in the event of
a pandemic. However, it contains many other
clauses that significantly impact on human
rights and our customary freedoms that we en- Please help raise awareness of these issues
among your friends, family and colleagues. It
joy in this country.
would also seem prudent to ensure that you
In the case of a peacetime emergency, such as a create a family pandemic preparedness kit
pandemic, most countries have civil contingen- (which includes food, water, essential medicacies plans in place allowing for the compulsory tions, etc) in the event that public services bevaccination of their populations.
come disrupted due to a substantial burden of
illness in the community.
I92 countries have secretly agreed to give the
WHO (World Health Organisation) control of
national security in case of a pandemic being
declared including the USA, UK and other EU
Pastor Eli James response to a UK Pastor’s
countries
contact with a UK resident about preaching the
identity message in the UK. Note the names of
This is the most serious and dangerous issue of
the UK resident and pastor have been edited
our times, perhaps in the history of the human
out.
race. For make no mistake: There is serious
money to be made providing vaccines that could UK Pastor to UK Resident.
cause chronic disease or even kill people and a The Civil War you mentioned touched my life.
“depopulation” agenda has been called for by the I once had Special Branch parked outside my
Global Elite. They believe that there are “too home guarding me as I received death threats
many people on this planet”. They would proba- from Republican murderers. And I have faced
bly consider you to be one of the expendables. the voters on several occasions standing for
UKIP.
According to some observers, the plan is to
I like a good steak, myself. And I am very
panic you by releasing a virulent strain of flu
partial to spicy food. I make a VERY strong
(it’s happening now, and will likely intensify
chili. However, I wouldn't dream of feeding
within weeks or months). Then when you’re
these things to little kids. They can't digest it; it
sufficiently panicked, you will be offered the
would make them ill.
vaccine.
Children grow up, however and then can eat the
A vaccine that could well be “weaponised” – strong meat. In the meantime, they must take
milk or baby food or Farley's Rusks, until they
designed to kill you
are able to take the strong meat. In many houses,
The Baxter Incident indicates that this scenario not everyone is mature enough to take the strong
is not a “remote possibility” but could well be meat. Force-feeding them won't help them, it
happening NOW. There is no way that the will make them ill.
“contamination” could have been an accident. It's great you have discovered stronger meat.
This “incident” should serve as an urgent wake But you can't ram it down peoples' throats, ****.
up call to the millions of people who are in the It's part of the faith to take people deeper into
cross hairs.
the mysteries, once they have matured. Pastor
****’s job on the TV programme is not to
Jane Burgermeister has done the world a great preach to the initiated but to the lost sheep. You
service by exposing the “Baxter Incident” and can't expect him to preach about Edomite conspiracies on that platform; he would be booted

Correspondence
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off the air. You said that he said the Jews were
Judah; I didn't hear that so can't comment. The
standard line is that there may be some pure
bloodline Judahites left in Jewry. You know it's
the standard line, even if we all privately doubt
it or downright discard it. For my part, I reject
that the Jews are Judah. What a simple world we
would live in if it were so. We could all join the
BIWF!!
I am a member of the Orange Order. There are
things I can't discuss with people outside the
Order. To know these things, you have to be
initiated. If you go research it, you will see that
the early church operated along similar lines. As
the church, we have mysteries and secrets that
we share only with those who prove themselves
mature and ready. We don't cast our pearls
before swine. There is a place for teaching about
Edom (and I do, as you know). At this point in
time, it isn't up front. Not for fear of the Jews but
in wisdom. As I have said to you before, even
Jesus picked His moment to publicly confront
the Talmudists.

others at an alarming rate. These statistics bleed
real blood, while the conquest by immigration
continues.
We must be tolerant of their crimes against us!
We must not speak out against it! Your post-war
press excoriated Chamberlain for his appeasement of Hitler. Today, Britain is trying to
appease Muslims, Zionists and the European
Union. One act of appeasement is followed by
another, and another, and another. And while
the Rothschild Empire of Merchants robs our
children of their futures - and us of our homes
and livelihoods - are we to remain silent about
it?
The Scriptures say, "Keep not silence."
Didn't Jesus forge a whip with His own hands to
drive these people out of the Temple? Jesus
never wasted an opportunity to condemn the
scribes and Pharisees for their hypocrisy and
corruption. This is why True Christianity is
always a grass roots movement. The established churches always have too much to lose.

For example, we leaflet people all the time At some point, you have to switch from the
about our church. But we don't have lurid head- "strong meat" analogy to the "barbarians are
lines on the leaflets saying "Come hear about inside the gates" analogy, because that's what is
the Christ-killers who are bleeding your financ- happening right now. Each one of us has to
es dry" (That's quite a good headline!). But if decide whom to serve: the flock or the status
they come to the church, they will hear me quo. Right now, the flock is being torn apart by
preaching about Edom in certain meetings once the wolves in sheep's clothing; and the clergy is
watching it happen. The prophet Ezekiel said
I know them. You see my point?
that the priesthood is supposed to warn the flock
Of course, stay in touch. We don't have to bear when the enemy approaches. Today, the priestgrudges or have fall-outs. But lay off Pastor hood is facilitating the wolves in their slaughter
**** - he has to wear many hats and be all of the sheep.
things to all people.
Officialdom will never find the courage to resist
Pastor Eli James to UK Pastor
the anti-christ, as long as churches are to be
Pastor ****: Everything you say about "strong maintained and salaries and pensions might be
meat" is true. And, yes, even in the days of lost. Martin Luther was a priest cum reformer,
Christ, people had to watch what they said "for precisely because he could not stomach official
fear of the Jews" and for fear of the Romans as corruption. He was a rare specimen. That's why
well. Today, it's the Jews and their New World he's in heaven and all of the Popes are in hell.
Order. The problem in the churches is that "Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way."
established ministries, that teach the JudeoChristian theology, are turning a blind eye to the The greatest legacy of Anglo-Saxondom is freepandemic of rape, robbery, violence and dom of speech and freedom of religion, or, as
genocide against Whites by other shades and the Apostle James puts it: "The perfect law of
liberty." If we cannot speak freely, we are
other creeds.
practicing someone else's religion. Tyranny is
The Southern Poverty Law Center, a Jewish never far behind, if the shepherds aren't doing
mind-control agency, even quoted me, when I their jobs.
said, "White people are being sacrificed on the
altar of political correctness." Of course, they William Finck’s brilliant rebuttal of a UK
criticism of his NT translation
claimed that my statement was an exaggeration,
while Whites ar being murdered by Blacks and UK complainant to another UK resident:
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Dear ****

claim that the Codex Sinaiticus and the Codex
Vaticanus are somehow part of the “Alexandrian
Textual tradition”, when this is absolutely untrue! Anybody who actually has read Greek
would know that such is not true, but a damnable lie!!!

Having scanned the promised Christogenea
New Testament translated by your ‘friend’ Bill
Finck, I would sum it up in one word,
‘diabolical’. It originates from the same source
as modern Bible versions, the corrupted Alexandrian texts of which the Codex Sinaiticus and
Vaticanus are the best known. The Reformers In fact, to support my assertions, I will include
and translators of the Authorised Version reject- a PDF file with this email. It is William G.
MacDonald’s illustration of the Westcott &
ed these as unreliable.
Hort textual groupings of NT manuscripts, from
As for the Christogenea being easier to under- page 30 of his book Greek Enchiridion. In it
stand: I found it harder by far than reading the you will find that even they listed both of those
Authorised Version, having a whole new vocab- codices as “neutral”, as they well are. Rather,
ulary; including ‘thusly’ that is undoubtedly having been through and having examined ALL
much clearer to understand than ‘thus’: Is it of the variations of every new Testament passage which exists among the major manuscripts
notly?
at one time or another, I can safely aver that the
If it is something easy to understand we need, Majority Text (the Textus Receptus) upon
then why not use the Living or Good News which the King James Version is based is much
versions: assuming the truth is of secondary closer to the Alexandrian texts than either of the
codices that your uninformed correspondent
importance.
**** accuses here!
I notice Finck has omitted half of chapter 16 of
Marks Gospel that contains the Great Commis- In fact, neither codices, Vaticanus or Sinaiticus
sion to ‘Go ye into all the world, and preach the (both from the fourth century) contain Mark
gospel to every creature.’ Though I would imag- 16:9-20, but the Codex Alexandrinus (5th c.) has
ine this might not fit in with his theology.
the passage! So it is *** who follows the Alexandrian manuscripts, and not I!!! In fact, I see
No, I am not taken with this version, which I am that I have his email address, so I will simply
inclined to put on a par with the New World CC him on this so that he can read his exposure
Translation or the Book of Mormon. Nor do I first hand. The truth is that my translation is
believe in the Two Seedline theory; and I would meant to be easier to understand because it
not want either promoted in our meeting.
follows the Greek texts without adding my own
words (as the KJV has thousands of added
I am sorry if this has shattered your expectation words in italics – and newer versions add words
of me; we obviously have our differences. How- without even bothering to mark them as such).
ever, we still have the BNP in common. Praise But something easier to understand is not necesGod!
sarily easy to read. I did not endeavour to do a
translation for the Dick-and-Jane crowd; those
Yours in Christ Jesus,
who would have us believe that Eve was talking
*****
to a snake.
William Finck’s reply
The data on page 30 of Greek Enchiridion shows
Dear ****,
this:
Greetings. I enjoyed the remarks by ****
what’s-his-name, thank you. Such fellows re- B and Aleph are “neutral”, these are the codices
ject the oldest manuscripts, such as the Codex Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, C, and Le are part of
Vaticanus and the Codex Sinaiticus, in favour of the Alexandrian textual tradition, these are the
the Textus Receptus with all of its spurious
th
interpolations of the text. He also is misled codices Alexandrinus, Ephraemi Syri, and an 8
concerning my dependence on so few manu- century ms. (Le) of the gospels only which I do
scripts in the first place. I also considered the not have a name for. The Textus Receptus often
readings of all of the other oldest manuscripts followed these, departing from the other mss.
and papyri. However, most interesting is his
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D, Lvt and Gp are part of a Western textual
tradition; these are the codices Bezae and
Claromontanus (D), a 9th century group of mss.
(G), and another 9th c. ms. Of Acts and Paul
which is related to Le.
The last group, E. F, G, H etc., represent a
Syrian textual tradition, but none of them are
earlier than the 6th century.

However being a reader of Greek and having
read & translated the entire NT from Greek, in
this matter I can attest that their observations are
quite accurate. **** should learn what he is
talking about before he runs his mouth. Yet
obviously he is arguing from out of his emotions, and not because he actually knows anything.
Bill Finck

A Closer Look At The
Seventh Commandment
From Thomas E. O'Brien's "Proof God's Chosen are
White Adamic Christians"

T

he Seventh Commandment states, "Thou ADUL'TERATE, a. Tainted with adultery; deshalt not commit adultery" (Exodus based by foreign mixture.
20:14). We have been led to believe that
this means sexual relations with another's ADUL'TERATED, pp. Corrupted; debased by
spouse. The Tenth Commandment states, "Thou a mixture with something of less value.
shalt not covet thy ... , neighbour's wife, nor any
thing that [is] thy neighbour's." (Exodus 20:17) ADUL'TERATENESS, n. The quality or state
Your minister of Baal will tell you, both Com- of being debased or counterfeit.
mandments really mean the same thing. Do you
believe, for one moment, that with only Ten ADUL'TERATING, ppr. Debasing; corruptCommandments, Yahweh would duplicate? No, ing; counterfeiting.
I don't believe any reasonable person would. If
Yahweh wished to repeat for emphasis, as He ADULTERA'TION, n. The act of adulterating,
does many times in the Bible, He would have or the state of being adulterated, corrupted or
put the two statements into one Commandment, debased by foreign mixture. The adulteration of
and connected them saying, "Again I say unto liquors, of drugs, and even of bread and beer, is
you." Many words in the English language have common, but a scandalous crime.
three basic forms, noun, verb, and adjective.
Occasionally the word will have other less im- ADUL'TERER, n. [L. adulter.] 1. A man guilty
portant forms. Usually the last few letters are of adultery; a man who has sexual commerce
changed to denote tense, sex, or change the verb with any married woman, except his wife. [See
to an adverb, etc. None of this, however, chang- Adultery.] 2. In scripture, an idolator. Ezek. 23.
es the basic meaning of the word. Lets take a 3. An apostate from the true faith, or one who
look at the different forms of the word "adultery" violates his covenant engagements; a very wicked person. Jer. 9 and 23. 4. One devoted to
using Webster's 1828 Dictionary.
earthly things. James, 4.
ADUL'TERANT, n. The person or thing that
ADUL'TERESS, n. A married woman guilty of
adulterates.
incontinence.
ADUL'TERATE, v.t. [L. adultero, from adulter,
mixed, or an adulterer; ad and alter, other.] To ADUL'TERINE, a. Proceeding from adultercorrupt, debase, or make impure by an admix- ous commerce; spurious.
ture of baser materials; as, to adulterate liquors,
ADUL'TERINE, n. In the civil law, a child
or the coin of a country.
issuing from an adulterous connection.
ADUL'TERATE, v.i. To commit adultery.
ADUL'TEROUS, a. 1. Guilty of adultery; per-
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taining to adultery. 2. In scripture, idolatrous, ered her into the hands of her lovers, the Assyrivery wicked. Mat. 12 and 16. Mark, 8.
ans.
Aholibah was more corrupt and was delivered
ADUL'TERY, n. [L. adulterium. See Adulter- into the hands of her lovers, the Babylonians.
ate.]
The two daughters of Ezekiel 23 symbolize the
1. Violation of the marriage bed; a crime, or a House of Israel (Aholah) and the House of
civil injury, which introduces, or may introduce, Judah (Aholibah) going after a strange people
into a family, a spurious offspring.
and gods. For confirmation of this read the
Book of Hosea.
By the laws of Connecticut, the sexual intercourse of any man, with a married woman, is the Throughout the Bible Yahweh says kind after
crime of adultery in both: such intercourse of a kind. Ten times alone this is mentioned in Genmarried man, with an unmarried woman, is esis 1. Yahweh meant for things to reproduce
fornication in both, and adultery of the man, after their own kind. The cattle of the field are
within the meaning of the law respecting di- to be kind after kind. How much more so should
vorce; but not a felonious adultery in either, or this be true for the people?
the crime of adultery at common law, or by
statute. This latter offence is, in England, pro- To continue our study we must now look up
ceeded with only in the ecclesiastical courts.
another word which is tied in very closely to
adultery. The word is "bastard" and supposedly
In common usage, adultery means the unfaith- means a child of unwed parents. You will find
fulness of any married person to the marriage it in Deuteronomy 23:2;
bed. In England, Parliament grant absolute divorces for infidelity to the marriage bed in either "A bastard shall not enter into the congregation
party; and the spiritual courts divorce a mensa of the Yahweh; even to his tenth generation
et thoro.
shall he not enter into the congregation of the
Yahweh, nay even forever."
2. In a scriptural sense, all manner of lewdness
or unchastity, as in the seventh commandment. Most modern translations omit the last three
words, but if you read Deuteronomy 23:3;
3. In scripture, idolatry, or apostasy from the
true God. Jer. 3.
"An Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter into the
congregation of the Yahweh; even to their tenth
4. In old laws, the fine and penalty imposed for generation shall they not enter into the congrethe offence of adultery.
gation of the Yahweh for ever:"
5. In ecclesiastical affairs, the intrusion of a
person into a bishopric, during the life of the
bishop.
6. Among ancient naturalists, the grafting of
trees was called adultery, being considered as an
unnatural union.

This makes it clear that the tenth generation
literally means "for ever" as used in this chapter.
The word "bastard" is incorrectly translated
from the Hebrew word "mamzer," which means
mongrel or mixed seed. See Strong's number
04464.

All of a sudden the meaning of the word is Most dictionaries define a "bastard" as an imchanged. Does not this strike you as strange?
pure, imperfect or inferior product. It also says
"a child of unwed parents," however this is not a
Ezekiel 23 talks about the two idolatrous wom- definition, it is merely a statement that the word
en, daughters of one mother. Aholah the elder, is applied to a child of unwed parents. The
and Aholibah her sister.
Oxford English Dictionary states, a bastard is a
"mongrel, hybrid, or inferior breed."
Aholah committed acts of whoredom, adultery, Now we are really going from the sublime to the
and idolatry with a strange people not of the ridiculous: you are supposed to believe that this
White Adamic race and for this Yahweh deliv- child is impure, imperfect and inferior because
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you neglected to pay for a marriage license to an
oppressive government for the privilege of being married and having children. In some countries, you could get a marriage license years
after the child was born so, simply by paying
this fee or tax; a genetic change took place, and
your child was no longer a bastard.

Harold Stough Notes

Years ago there was no such thing as a marriage
license; parental permission was granted on
both sides, and that was that. As man-made laws
gradually replaced Yahweh's laws, they would
not recognize the child; he became a social
outcast, could not even inherit family name, title
or property.

Coming Of
Augustine

If the parents are of the same race, kind after
kind, the fact that one or both, are single, married to someone else, or to each other, could not
possibly have any effect on their offspring. The
connotation here is strictly physical, not moral,
and definitely not religious as the "Jews" claim. The Venerable Bede (writing 740 A. D.) speaks
If you disobey the seventh Commandment, com- of "seven British bishops and many very learned
mit adultery (mongrelise) and conception takes men" who came to confer with Augustine. They
place, the child is a mongrel (bastard). He is "came mainly from their most famous monastery
impure, imperfect and inferior physically and is which the English call Bancornaburg (Bangor?
an abomination in the eyes of Yahweh, because There were Bangor's, or High Choirs, in both S.
the offspring in not kind after kind he is a and N. Wales), then ruled by Abbot Dinoot.
Those summoned to this council first visited a
mongrel.
wise and prudent hermit, and enquired of him
whether they should abandon their own tradiFrom the book of Jude 7th verse
tions at Augustine's demand. He answered: "If
"Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities he is a man of God, follow him." "But how can
about them in like manner, giving themselves we be sure of this?" they asked. "Our Lord says,
over to fornication, and going after strange Take My yoke upon you and learn of Me, for I
flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the am meek and lowly of heart," he replied.
"Therefore if Augustine is meek and lowly of
vengeance of eternal fire."
heart, it shows that he bears the yoke of Christ
himself,
and offers it to you. But if he is haughty
In conclusion, these two words, "adultery" and
"bastard" could not be changed in all their forms and unbending, then he is not of God, and you
because they have always been used extensively should not listen to him."'
in the sciences and industry. Just for example,
those of you who work with tools are familiar The British bishops found him very haughty…
with a "bastard file." It is aptly named, being a Geoffrey of Monmouth, Bishop of St. Asaphs
tool used to correct an imperfect or inferior (12th cent.)
product. Unfortunately for the liberals, there is
no such tool to correct, or even improve, a child "When Augustine came to Britain, he found in
who is imperfect and inferior. No scientist, no the province of the Angles seven bishoprics and
psychiatrist, no liberal professor, no minister of an archbishopric, all filled with the most devout
Baal, no priest, no politician, not even the senile prelates and a great number of abbeys."
"Supreme Court" can improve a child genetically; only your Creator could do that, and I am He quotes the English bishops to Augustine
"We know no other master than Christ. We like
sure He has no intention of doing so.
not his new-fangled customs. We know nothing
With acknowledgement to the
of title Bishop of Rome in his new character of
C. D. L Report
Pope. We are the British, the Archbishop of
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which is accountable to God alone, having no
superior on earth.” From protest of bishops
under Welsh leadership, Archbishop of St. David's, the Abbot of Bangor and six bishops, from
verbatim report of meeting with Augustine in
607.

by word and in deed in becoming the children
of God.But as for any other obedience, we know
of none that he whom you term the Pope, or
Bishop of bishops, can demand. The deference
we have mentioned we are ready to pay to him
as to every other Christian, but in all other
respects our obedience is due to the jurisdiction
From "Hengwrt mss., Sebrignu mss, Cottoni- of the Bishop of Caerleon who is alone, under
an Library, British museum"
God, our ruler to keep us right in the way of
salvation.
"Be it known and declared that we all, individually and collectively, are in all humility prepared
Sir Wt. Blackstone "Laws of England"
to defer to the Church of God, and to the Bishop
of Rome, and to every sincere and godly Chris- "The ancient British Church, by whomsoever
tian, so far as to love every one according to his planted, was a stranger to the Bishop of Rome
degree, in perfect charity, and to assist them all and all his pretended authorities.

DANGER: Mind Controllers At Work!
From an Australian Contributor

W

hen government politicians and officials indulge in high crimes like treason, mass murder and paedophilia, an
innocent ‘patsy’ is always put in place to take
the blame. As mentioned later in this report,
these unfortunate patsies receive far harsher
‘preparation treatment’ than the subliminal psychotronic brainwashing delivered to you via
television screens and video stores.

doyens of thought reform were flashing subliminal messages at 1/25th second exposures in
cinemas and on television.

Though 1/25th second is much too fast for your
conscious brain to register, your subconscious
sees it very well, meaning that the Hollywood
thought reform message completely bypasses
your normal conscious content filtering system.
So, for example, your conscious perception tells
Zbigniew Brzezinski
you that George W Bush is an incompetent idiot,
but your subverted Hollywood subconscious
The deranged ‘One World undermines this harsh reality with a subliminalGovernment controllers on ly-induced fuzzy and lovable George that you
Wall Street wish to manipu- feel ‘compelled’ to vote for.
late your thoughts and reasoning
without
ever
Initially this work
discovering that your
was done using a
thoughts are not your own.
tachiscope, a maA major clue was provided by Zbigniew
chine which times
Brzezinski, then National Security Advisor to
the insertion and duJimmy Carter when he said, ‘In technotronic
ration of each subsociety the trend would seem to be towards the
liminal
frame.
aggregation of the individual support of milHowever, it had
lions of uncoordinated citizens, easily within
one major drawthe reach of magnetic and attractive personali- back. Anyone able to gain access to the film or
ties effectively exploiting the latest communica- television tapes and play them back at slow
tions techniques to manipulate emotions and speed, would immediately see the inserted subcontrol reason.’
liminal frames as individual entities, and be able
to study their subliminal content at leisure.
These so called elites already knew that most
citizens were hooked on television and simply This actually happened but was hushed up and
instructed their propaganda arm called settled with hard cash and a handful of meaning‘Hollywood’ to engage in different aspects of less laws. For a large consideration and a new
mind control. In virtually no time at all, these Mercedes convertible, the aggrieved scientist
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who discovered the technique by accident,
agreed to a cover story that the tachiscope was
only used for one experimental film run, involving subliminal prompts to buy Coke and popcorn but was not terribly successful. The
Mercedes convertible was involved in a high
speed accident and fireball just two months later.
There were no survivors.
Publicly, this was the end of the story with
Congress banning subliminal advertising for
good measure. You, the public were protected
from these horrors or so you thought, while
Hollywood frantically worked on improvements and alternate methods of controlling your
thoughts and reasoning through the essentially
benign television box. It was by now the early
nineteen seventies and the Elites fully intended
to have you firmly under subliminal television
control in less than a decade.
Covert development proceeded along two parallel but independent tracks, with the first focusing on blending ‘low light images’ into an
existing film or commercial. This was fast and
it was also a master stroke in its own right. The
low light system was ready for trials in less than
six months and the effects were startling.

cheap to engineer and easy to transport and use
without fear of security breaches.
This low light system is still in use today and
remains seamlessly effective though you need a
very highly placed friend in Hollywood if you
want the system to benefit your personal aspirations. One former applicant was Australian PM
John Howard [President Winston to his friends]
who felt that his slavish obedience in sending
Australian troops to die for America in Afghanistan and Iraq had earned him the absolute right
to be re-elected to office unopposed.
Australian PM
John Howard
Hollywood and Wall
Street agreed and Australian citizens were then bombarded with thousands of
custom low light subliminals of ‘President Winston’
the ‘great Leader’, when
most Australians knew very well at the conscious level that the man was an arrogant pompous fool and a traitor under Australian Federal
Law.

Essentially while the con- The price for fixing the election was high but a
scious mind was viewing price that President Winston was quite prepared
and inwardly digesting to pay in order to retain his ‘fame’ and
the main film or commer- ‘popularity’ induced by the covert Hollywood
cial, the subconscious low light images. Precisely when ordered to do
mind was picking up the so, PM John Winston Howard paid Hollywood
low light subliminal imag- for his false subliminal election victory by obees which fell just below the threshold of normal diently sending more troops into Iraq.
vision. Where the older tachiscope was jerky
and only partly efficient, the new ‘low light’ Hollywood was enchanted by the myriad possisystem proved to be a control revolution. The bilities for controlling public thought and realow light images were a complete ‘film within a soning and set about devising a top secret
film’ running at normal speed, and thus able to program designed to link specific colours to
‘properly educate’ those citizens not entirely in specific tones or words or concepts. For examaccord with the Elites’ views.
ple, in the rather cynical 1977 Spielberg film
‘Close Encounters of the Third Kind’, a simple
The critical test was whether or not the ‘low earthling with a synthesizer, sets about teaching
light’ technique could be uncovered if a copy of an alien spaceship how to communicate with
the film fell into the wrong hands. Exhaustive him by matching synthesizer tones to the flashtrials proved that it could not. Despite the most ing colours on the spaceship itself.
sophisticated ultraviolet analysis known to man,
the embedded low light images could not be By the time Spielberg made the film in 1977,
detected at all because they comprised exactly Hollywood had already been practising on real
the same colour spectrum as the film itself. So, live human audiences for four years. Hence my
low light was dramatically effective, relatively use of the word ‘cynical’ because Spielberg was
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a significant mover and shaker behind the cov- As stated earlier, government selected patsies
ert Hollywood control program.
have rather more than subliminal colour coding
thrown at them from a television screen. For
As the years rolled by, an entire, new visual these men and women [at least those who surlanguage built up, made even more powerful by vive] have to stand up in a court of law and,
precise digital television transmissions which eventually make a full confession about a crime
provide a wider range of hexidecimal colours they did not commit, or simply mumble guilty
for coded use. The problem, of course, is like a few times. Just how this is managed, we hope
the old Enigma Code of WWII vintage, only to reveal in a later issue.
those with the key know what they are sending,
and only they know what impact the specific
Note from the Editor
message will have on the viewing public.
If you want a strong clue to the content, consider
again the words of insider Zbigniew Brzezinski,
‘In the technotronic society the trend would
seem to be towards the aggregation of the individual support of millions of uncoordinated
citizens, easily within the reach of magnetic and
attractive personalities effectively exploiting
the latest communications techniques to manipulate emotions and control reason.’

Even though the above article was written in
2005, we thought it a simple introduction to the
subject of mind control. Technology moves on
and in our September Issue, we plan to feature
Silent Sound Spread Spectrum technology
which, although it has been in operation for
several decades, involves the use of HAARP
transmitters, Gwen Towers, microwave cell
phone towers and now High Definition Digital
Television - HDTV. Stay tuned ...

Would you say that
George W Bush, Tony
Blair
and
John
Howard are naturally
Wolfgang H. H. Kühl
endowed
with
‘magnetic and attrac(Germany)
tive personalities’, to
the point where they can easily exploit the
‘latest communications techniques to manipulate Editor - We are most grateful to one of our
emotions and control reason’? Of course not, for German speaking subscribers for the following
contribution relating to his firm’s work over
all three men are repulsive and unattractive.
recent years in developing, producing and marWhere Brzezinski and Spielberg have won and keting effective countermeasures to the sophistiyou have lost, lies in their ability to control your cated warfare now being waged against His
thoughts and reasoning with colour coded lan- people via seemingly innocuous data transmisguage, to the point where you believe that the sion and receiving devises we all have to use e.g.
grey haired political weaklings are ‘magnetic phone, wireless, TV including exposure to radiand attractive personalities’. Today, if Holly- ation from electricity itself and even light.
wood tells you that black is white, you’d better
believe it, or else. For as long as you watch
Mind Control - Electrosmog:
Hollywood’s films and television, their power
Their Threats And
over you will be continually re-inforced, and
Countermeasures
you will dutifully send your son and daughter to
die in far off lands on behalf of Wall Street.
o, Mind Control (MC) concerns you? Us
too! However, we have found a solution
You can actually break the cycle and return to
for at least more than 90% of the populayour own thoughts and reason by the simple
expedient of destroying your television set, vid- tion affected by this most insidious form of
eo recorder and DVD player but how many of attack. Having read the following resume of our
you will be prepared to make that sacrifice in company’s work in developing countermeasorder to save your children? Unsurprisingly ures against such attacks you may wish to purperhaps, Hollywood is betting you won’t either. chase one or more IFER’s chips and test their
protective benefits for yourself.

Mind Control
Countermeasures

S
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In this article certain aspects of MC associated
with UHF radiation, being the most pervasive,
will be addressed. The television and film industry both play a pivotal roll in implementing MC
by harnessing nature’s optical laws. Other methods of MC are now in an advanced stage of
development such as holographic projection.
Yet other esoteric technologies (our term) e.g.
radionics, psionics and psychotronics must be
considered when endeavouring to take countermeasures.

es a range of electromagnetic waves with frequencies of between 300 MHz and 3 GHz
(3,000 MHz), which are also known as the
decimetre band or decimetre wave as the wavelengths range from one to ten decimetres (10 cm
to 1 metre).
3) Extreme low frequency (ELF) modulated
UHF-radiation is far more dangerous.

4) Digital ELF-modulated HF-radiation is
worse still and much more serious because it is
Also to be considered, is worldwide organised the type most frequently encountered through
stalking and electronic harassment (OS/EH) using cell phones and watching digital television.
which has been going on for decades with ever
increasing sophistication. This topic will have Why dangerous? Because it is completely unnatural and causes disturbance to the neuronal
to be left for another time.
cellular communication systems that are present
in all living beings whether human or animal.
Particularly important are the so called “nonthermal-effects”. “Thermal” means the effect of
microwave oven heating. Heating is not referring to heating a meal, but rather cooking your
brain with a mobile phone.
Non-thermal affects are denied by the mobile
phone industry. Government defined limits for
UHF radiation consider only the thermal affects
Unbelievable, but true! Furthermore, limit values differ from country to country e.g., Depending on frequency band, Russia allows only
1/10000th of the power allowed in Germany.

Now to our topic: First it is necessary to have an
understanding regarding the problems and dangers of electricity! To begin, some theory on the
subject of electricity. - Boring? Wait a minute!
Please read on!

Non-thermal radiation emanating from manmade electricity generation and transmission
greatly impairs the natural system of inter-cellular communication. 12.000 initiatives moreover
and more than 25.000 studies worldwide demonstrate this.

Because of the powerful mobile phone lobby
one can expect no redress from the authorities.
So, one must take the initiative to protect oneElectricity was discovered some 100 years ago self, family and friends, that is, if they are willand is therefore, relatively speaking, quite a ing to listen. (It always takes ears to hear and
modern invention (although not new to nature) eyes to see as the Bible says.)
that has brought comfort and progress. But there
is a downside:
The mobile phone lobby is ridiculing and trivial-

The Problem

ising end-user affects by buying off “scientists”
1) Man made electricity is dangerous because of and maintaining the focus on Electromagnetic
the magnetic and electromagnetic radiation ema- Hypersensitivity (EHS) rather than the MC imnating therefrom.
plications.
2) Ultra high frequency (UHF) electromagnetic A common argument heard against the dangers
radiation is even more dangerous. Wikipedia of UHF radiation is: “I feel nothing”! Of course
states: Ultra high frequency (UHF) encompass( Page 29 )

not! This is because you have no organs capable
of sensing this type of radiation. However, 30%
of the population can sense this radiation with
the body as a whole. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that 100% of people REACT to radiation
emanating from electrical equipment and transmission lines. Believe me, it affects Christian
too!

While reading these lines your brain is functioning in the beta-mode. During morning
(hopefully!) and evening prayer times
(hopefully!) it is functioning in the alpha-mode.
(Also hopefully!) Unless it is disturbed.

Warning

Table Of Brain Wave Frequencies

0-80 Hz, around five frequency bands. Measurement of human brain waves goes up to 2.000 Hz.

Frequency
(HZ)

Discription

Delta

1-3

Deep sleep,
coma

Theta

4-7

Alpha

8-12

Dream Sleep,
trance, deep
meditation,
hypnosis, normal state of
mind
Relaxed state
of consciousness,
eyes
closed, meditation, prayer,
contemplation

Beta

13-30

Gamma

30-80

The unspoken argument goes like this. “Such
information applies to women, children, the old
and sick but not to me”. If this describes you
then stop reading immediately! Trash this paper
and increase your life insurance cover for the
final onslaught! - Apologies for wasting your
time and cognitive sleep!
Still reading? – Then be it at your own risk!
Note all of the following, because this information is nonsense in the eyes of the mobile phone
lobby, education and medical establishments,
etc.
Warning of digital television’s DVB-T damaging affects to health was given in an open letter
to US President Obama, the Senate and Congress of the USA. 12.02.2009 by Dr. C. Waldmann-Selsam, Germany
By the way we have no website, which is intentional, for we have no wish to fight corrupt
lawyers nor as far as is possible, do we wish to
come to the notice of government agencies.
Rather, it is to be hoped that our message is
being and will be spread by word of mouth and
recommendation because our trust is in our
Lord. - So feel free to join our campaign!

Activated
state of consciousness,
normal daily
activity, eyes
open
Binding of attention, integration
of
sensual
impression,
binding into
time
and
space

Some Technical Information:
The greatest amongst the aforementioned dangers is the last one, namely, digital ELF-modulated HF-radiation. Why? Because the electrical
activity of the human brain is mainly between

The most commonly used UHF-frequencies in
Europe are the 400, 900, 1800 (GMS) and 2200
(UMTS) Mega-Hz frequency bands (1 MegaHz is 1 million c/sec). However, if these are
modulated down by repeatedly cutting them in
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half one ends up with vital biological windows wide are endeavouring to awaken people to
with certain frequencies important for internal these and other threats.
biological communication of nerves, cells and
DNA.
How Does MC Work?
A study has shown that the UMTS frequency
band is 40 times more dangerous than the GMS
frequency band in terms of causing DNS damage. If one modulates a UHF signal with an ELF
brain wave signal, the range of the brain wave
signal is increased dramatically making it possible to influence the thinking and mood
of populations over vast areas.

A Piece From
The Hall Of Shame

The Creator has shielded His masterpiece, because within the human body there is a multiple
protection in place. Therefore, the Canaanites
are trying several techniques to crack our God
given defences both collectively and individually. We will now discuss these attempts:
MC means controlling or at least influencing
both your mood and thoughts. Most well
known: the mass media. Very successful

It is sad that under the premiership of Margaret
Thatcher, scientists were able to pick up brain
wave transmission patterns of male apes in relation to their subjection to the chief ape. These
ELF-signal brain wave patterns were modified
somewhat and then modulated using a portable
radar system. (appr. 400 Mhz). With this system
they successfully irradiated suburbs where striking workers were rioting. Imagine: this happened back in the 70’s. Get the point?

Digital ELF-modulated HF-radiation is used to
evoke neurological reactions and is equivalent
to psycho-pharmakia, e.g. depression, optimism,
hate, anger, patriotism, fear, lethargy via radiation. By these means a potential is created,
which can then be used to implant some emotional and cognitive impulse. Its effectiveness
has been recently evidenced by the Obamania,
funeral hypes (Michael Jackson, Mother Theresa), election campaigns, civil war, riots (France)
or in the pacification of cities.

In the meantime different types of MC-technology have been developed for both individuals
and the masses such as GWEN towers, HAARP,
LOIS and satellites.

The principal attack is via the scalar part of this
radiation which is, sophisticated interference of
two UHF-sources to create special effects in that
direction.
Chemtrails - since last spring seemingly nano
particles have been found to be contaminating
tissues, especially the brain, and making it yet
more vulnerable to other electrical influences
that may be encountered. Heavy metal detoxification is highly recommended as a means to
counteract this form of attack. Effective countermeasures are known and are available.

The New Threat
Note: HAARP only makes sense together with
chemtrails, because chemtrails are creating an
electromagnet plasma field (nano metallic particles) in the atmosphere, thereby providing a
reflective shield for all kinds of (ELF modulated) UHF-radiation. For those interested in researching this further, links can be obtained
from the Ifer Institute – see advert.

Now we are proceeding towards ever more
dangerous and unknown areas in electromagnetic Voodoo to which populations are being exposed. Such attacks cause lethargy, numbing
and rigor of the nervous system including cellular and DNA communication. This method facilitates all kinds of MC and electronic
interference (of a Voodoo nature) and paving
the way (together with TV and video violence)
In a certain sense this information is well known. for all types of satanic and Canaanite perverTens of thousands of bold, truth seekers world- sions now spreading amongst our youth and
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measure the weight of an apple with a ruler. The
human body’s tissues, organs, nerves, cells, and
most importantly DNA reacts to scalar waves
and THESE EFFECTS are measurable. According to the research of Russian molecular biologist Pjotr Garajajev, DNA within the brain
reacts to light and all forms of electromagnetic
radiation.

other sections of the community.

We have to discriminate between transversal and
longitudinal components of HF radiation that
may be present. Technically it is the transversal
part that is measured. However, the longitudinal
part (Scalar waves) is only indirectly measurable which accounts for the so called “losses” in
The Bible warns of Canaanite occultism which physics, relating to loss of energy, which cannot
was and is still very dangerous. However, this otherwise be explained.
type of technical occultism is largely unknown
which makes it very dangerous. Just like knives, Nicola Tesla had already postulated the presguns and computers, which can be used for ence of scalar waves and had even successfully
good or evil, the hidden hand within govern- experimented with them. We will not go into
ment and the military is not using the former.
details of this phenomena but rather look for
.
applications in our daily life.

Overview Of The Bio-Energy
Scalar Wave Discussion
Electrosmog is wrongly regarded primarily as a
biological, medical, chemical, or bio-chemical
phenomenon, rather than a physical phenomenon. Slowly it has begun to be considered as a
BIO-physical phenomenon. Some progress! But
it should mainly be considered as a bio-ENERGY phenomenon, which is entering the realm of
applied quantum and scalar wave physics.
The technical basis on which applied quantum
and scalar wave physics are founded is widely
debated. Serious consideration is given to the
first, but very little to the second. An overview
can be obtained from the home page of Thomas
Bearden and Prof. Dr. K. Meyl’s website: See
footnote.
Related to these theories is the extended unified
quantum field theory of the German physicist
Burkhard Heim (1925 - 2001)

Further explanation
Some well known strategies to cope with strain
and stress caused by the physical portion of
UHF-radiation are switching off, shielding, minimising and increasing distance to the source.
However, these strategies are not applicable to
scalar waves. Why?
Because UHF carries data
such as voice transmission via
TV, Mobiles etc. These data
carrying scalawaves are biologically significant. It is not
practical to reduce the intensity of such radiation received,
unless however, one were to
cut oneself off entirely from
modern information technology. Even the Amish People
are
afflicted
by
chemtrail/HAARP technology. Soon no part of the globe will be free of MC
influence.

Right from its emergence UHF radiation comes
with an amount of scalar wave radiation. But
why? This much debated phenomena is de- Do you understand? The body picks up the
scribed by the Lorentz-Maxwell-field equations disturbing scalar wave UHF-radiation from
data transmission. If someone talks to you, you
and elaborated on by Prof. Meyl.
are receiving data. For example, if a loudspeakScalar waves CANNOT be measured with stand- er is used it is the same as if someone had
ard physics’ equipment, for example one cannot whispered into your ear, both carrying exactly
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the same information. So, what is to be done?
One has to compensate these disturbing scalar
waves by neutralising them in order to improve
the body’s ability to protect against these waves.
Another aspect to be considered is NATURAL
scalar waves used in nature. Animals and plants
“speak”, but this speech is inaudible to the human ear, furthermore, there is communication
between all parts of creation. Creation is holistically and holographically interconnected. Scientific experimentation has determined that plants
communicate between themselves to the extent
of recognising a lab person who had previously
injured one of the plants.

phone) thus creating an inaudible “inner” voice
which can be used to cause aggression, depression, patriotism, shopping frenzy and Obamanias. In short they can instil any kind of mood
assisted and focused by some kind of cognitive
impulse being presented by the mass media and
making it possible to instil further types of
Canaanite occultism into an unsuspecting public.
Rev.13:12
To sum up, while we
have cracked the “noisy”
part of the scalar wave
attack, we are still working on a solution to modify natural scalar waves
(silent sound technology). So watch this space!

Minerals, plants, gemstones, mobile phones,
medicine and even food transmit a silent message which is picked up deciphered and reacted
To monitor the presence and intensity of “noisy”
upon by your DNA.
scalar waves, several medical devices are availaEvery cell is a highly ble; about a dozen different types in all. In
sophisticated bio-com- Germany, as a rough estimate, there are about
puter, each with a stor- 3000 medical therapists who are equipped with
age capacity of 3 one or other of these devices. Many of the better
gigabytes. This reaction ones are of Russian origin. Following the deoccurs in that part of the cline of the Soviet empire many of their scienDNA
regarded
by tists came to the west. Their knowledge merged
“scientists”
as
junk with that of German scientists resulting in an
amounting to some 95% overall technical improvement.
of the whole. In other
words scientists desig- How To Win This Scalar Waves
nate 95% of the human genome as junk; what
“War” in Your brain?
hubris!
Natural scalar wave communication is highly
sophisticated, while not a human language it has
its own syntax and grammar. Russian molecular
biologist Pjotr Garajajev has done some exiting
research on this topic
Crucially mobile phone induced scalar waves
simply produce NOISE thereby disturbing ALL
natural scalar wave communication. Some like
listening to this unnatural noise modulated
down into an audible frequency band not realising the stress it is causing them 24 hours a day,
7 days a week and after year. Consequently,
depending on length of exposure, age, state of
health and genetics, sickness is inevitable.
Still worse, seemingly some NWO Satan inspired criminals using scientists to combine
“noisy” and natural scalar waves by superinposing 2 UHF fields (e.g. digital TV and mobile

There are several strategies but
we don’t wish to elaborate on
this just now, rather focus on
the most practical. In Germany there are more than 100
manufacturers of different
types of scalar wave modulating equipment etc. called bioenergetic modulators or neutralisers. Uninformed people may call this “occult”, but the
understanding of “occult” must of necessity be
redefined and newly understood. Your grandparents would certainly have considered television
as “occult”. They would have considered this as
a case for an exorcist.
The fact is that whole populations both in Europe and US are exposed to the aforementioned
new kind of electronic Voodoo, mainly in the
form of applied scalar waves physics whose
effects can be measured. If one can measure,
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then one can influence and develop counter reduces the level of bio-energy to 77%. A mobile phone call reduces this further to 49%.
strategies.
Basically there’s a strong need for improving
the energy level of the human body including
the tissues, nerves and in strengthening the immune system. Well known strategies are: detoxification, releasing inner blockages, prayer,
minerals, vitamins and drinking enough good
water (most tap water is contaminated with
poisonous chemicals).

Applying the ifer-chip ALWAYS IMPROVES
the level of bio-energy: in standby mode by up
to 159% while during a mobile phone call up to
145%. is still achieved
The ideal is not to carry a mobile phone, but
rather carry an Ifer-chip in a pocket, thereby
increasing bio-energy levels on average by up to
198% providing an energy surplus that the
body can utilise to counteract the multiple stresses of modern living. NOTE: Ifer-chips do not
affect the functioning of electrical equipment,
therefore physical counter measures may still be
necessary.

However, there is now a new approach: strengthening the scalar communication system of the
human body. In the last 10 years we have tested
more than 40 bio-energetic modulators and compiled reports giving our expert opinion on
these devises. In 2008 the ifer-institute came up
with its own invention of a modulator which has We offer three types of practical Ifer-chips:
been available to the general public. We don‘t
say it’s THE best solution, but we claim it is one
of the best and CERTAINLY the one with the
best cost/effect ratio.

The Results
Our results are the outcome from many test
sessions in cooperation with several medical
practitioners using different testing methods
and equipment. They are statistically significant.
Details supplied on request.
Standby

With
Mobile
Phone

Average

No
Mobile
Phone
100%

Without
Ifer Chip

77%

49%

100%

With
Ifer
Chip

159%

145%

198%

1. For mobile phones; round, 20 mm diameter
and less than 1mm thick. Simply put it into the
battery recess.
2. For home protection; small rectangular chips
having more crystal powder can be stuck onto
base stations of wireless telephone, computer or
to the main switchboard to cover all minor
electric equipment and lights. Note: solar panels
and microwave ovens need an extra one.

3. For personal protection. A larger rectangular
chip is available with still more crystal powder
which can be used during travel whether by car,
plane, electric railroad or in hotels, supermarThe average of all measurements taken from kets or hospitals(!).
every test subject with no stress factor (e.g.
mobile phone) was put at 100%.
Each one is available in three designs:
Printed with some technical and selling
Standby, meaning having the Mobile phone in •
the pocket without being engaged on a call, details
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•
Printed with the Jerusalem Cross. The detector oneself.
Emblem of the Kingdom of Jerusalem (1099 Immediate health benefits can be obtained by
1291)
removing all wireless equipment such as tele•
Plain white
phones, clock radio, television, electric blankets,
microwave ovens and computers to name a few.
Other colours and imprints are available on Preference should be given to cable connected
request. The effect is always the same. The phones. Avoid having mobile phones on the hip
picture on the previous page shows the Jerusa- as fertility can be impaired. Ideally, this type
lem Cross.
should be shielded; shielding property from
electrical radiation can be expensive. Keep
Our Secret, Partially Revealed healthy, as people with impaired health are
more susceptible. It is dangerous to fall asleep
How do we do it? Here while watching TV, as the subconscious mind is
is something about our particularly vulnerable to MC. Do not use TV,
secret. We select cer- radio etc for background listening as again the
tain minerals, dilute mind is more susceptible to MC.
them and then subsequently expose the resultant dilution to a
specific HF and scalar
wave-field which are
then grown into crystals. The resultant crystal
structure contains the antidote to damaging scalar wave influence and are then ground down to
a powder. We imprint a logo and then laminate
it. All of this is done by hand.
Simple, after 10 years of research and practical
experience this now becomes an easy procedure.
It is natural and for this reason we give thanks
to YHWH, who in these times has revealed to us
this simple procedure, when the survival of the
whole human race seems to be at stake. It is our
fervent hope that at least the Covenant people
may derive some benefit from our product. We
hold this as a glimpse of new technologies
which shall be in use during His Kingdom Reign.

Scalar Wave
Detector
In dense urban areas electrical radiation
from
neighbouring buildings can be a problem but the first
priority must always be physical
reduction then ADDITIONALLY scalar wave neutralisation.
So to protect ourselves, we must understand
how quantum and scalar physics is being used
against us because to know how we are being
attacked is as important as to know by whom.

We trust this article will enable you to protect
People are reporting to us more and more of yourself from the MC programs of the Canaanimproved concentration and vitality, reduced ite elites whose father is a liar, murderer and
fatigue, better sleep, having a more calm and perpetual hater of YHWH’S people.
joyful mood, increased physical fitness, reduced
indispositions of all kinds, better metabolism. Left: Nikola Tesla, an
To scholars of physics and medicine this can
ethnic Serb who did
only of course be as a result of the placebo effect.
pioneering work in elecWe on our side claim no medical benefits.
tricity in the United
States in late 19th and
Protection Strategies
early 20th century. Here
at Hotel New Yorker for
a press conference on his
In addition to the previously mentioned protecseventy-ninth birthday.
tion strategies such as switching off, screening,
increasing source distance, one may need some
professional help in detecting the not so obvious Progress comes from single creative inventors
sources of danger or obtain a relatively cheap and members of the Covenant people. Many
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have lived in southern Germany, especially the
Contact Details
Black Forest area, where the banners of four
Wolfgang H. H. Kuhl
Israelite tribes can be traced throughout history.
IFER - Institut for functional
YHWH has always blessed His people and has environmental diagnostic and revitalisation
provided shelter and protection. This is His
promise. Praise be to our Lord!
E-Mail ifer@gmx.com

Editor’s Note

Wolfgang will be pleased to
receive your enquiries in English at the above e-mail address

The advert to right gives Wolfgang’s contact
details for those wishing to obtain further information or to purchase the chips that are on offer.
For those interested in researching this subject
further the author has provided a number of
interesting links for those with Internet access
which are detailed below:

IFER Chips
For Mobile 2 chips - 19.90 euros
For home 2 IFERmax-chips 29.90 euros or
18.00 euros each.
Personal protection 19.90 euros each.

http://www.chemtrailcentral.com/
http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm
http://www.lightwatcher.com/chemtrails/hos.html
http://www.bariumblues.com/
http://www.viewzone.com/haarp11.html
http://www.holmestead.ca/#CT
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/chemtrailtrackingusa/
http://www.cheniere.org/
http://www.meyl.eu/go/index.php?dir=10
http://www.igw-resch-verlag.at/heim/index.html
http://www.rexresearch.com/gajarev/gajarev.htm

The Empire Of "The City"
(An Excerpt From The Book By E. C. Knuth)
London alone is not under the jurisdiction of the
Metropolitan Police, but has its own private
force of about 2,000 men, while its night population is under 9,000.

"The City" is an international financial oligarchy
and is perhaps the most arbitrary and absolute
form of government in the world. This international financial oligarchy uses the allegoric
"Crown" as its symbol of power and has its
headquarters in the ancient City of London, an
area of 677 acres; which strangely in all the vast
expanse of the 443,455 acres of Metropolitan

This tiny area of a little over one square mile has
in it the giant Bank of England, a privately
owned institution; which as is further elaborated
hereinafter is not subject to regulation by the
British Parliament, and is in effect a sovereign
world power. Within the City are located also
the Stock Exchange and many institutions of
world-wide scope. The City carries on its business of local government with a fanciful display
of pompous medieval ceremony and with its
officers attired in grotesque ancient costumes.
Its voting power is vested in secret guilds with
names of long extinct crafts such as the Mercers,
Grocers, Fishmongers, Skinners, Vintners, etc.
All this trivial pomp and absurdity and horse-
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play seems to serve very well to blind the eyes
of the public to the big things going on behind
the scenes; for the late Vincent Cartwright Vickers, once Deputy-Lieutenant of this City, a director of the great British armament firm of
Vickers, Ltd., and a director of the Bank of
England from 1910 to 1919, in his "Economic
Tribulation" published 1940, lays the wars of
the world on the door-step of the City.

new International Law to fit any situation, as
required.
The Balance of Power is a creation of this financial oligarchy and its purposes are as follows:
(1) To divide the nations of Europe into two
antagonistic camps of nearly equal military
weight, so as to retain for Britain itself the
power to sway a decision either way.
(2) To make the leading and potentially most
dangerous military power the particular prey of
British suppression and to have the second
strongest power on the other side. To subsidize
the "Most Favored Nations" with financial investments, and to permit them to acquire political advantages under the beneficent protection
of the Sea-Power, to the disadvantage and at the
expense of the nations being suppressed.

(3) To subject the continent of Europe to the
That the British people and the British Parlia- "Policy of Encirclement" so as to keep the nament have little to say in the foreign affairs of tions of the continent in poverty and ineffectivethe British Empire, and that the people of the ness, and thereby prevent the growth of
British Empire must fight when International sufficient commercial expansion and wealth to
Finance and the City blow the trumpet, appears create a rival sea-power.
from the paean of praise of America by Andrew
Carnegie, "Triumphant Democracy," published (4) To retain that complete control and hegemoin 1886 by that American super-industrialist and ny over all the seas of the world, which was
British newspaper publisher, in the following acquired by defeating the allied fleets of its only
words: "My American readers may not be aware real rivals, France and Spain, in 1805; and
of the fact that, while in Britain an act of Parlia- which is artfully and subtly called "The Freement is necessary before works for a supply of dom of the Seas."
water or a mile of railway can be constructed,
six or seven men can plunge the nation into war, (5) To shift this Balance of Power as required so
or, what is perhaps equally disastrous, commit as to be able to strike down friend or foe in the
it to entangling alliances without consulting rapidly shifting scene of world power politics,
Parliament at all. This is the most pernicious, in that inexorable ideology that demands that
palpable effect flowing from the monarchical everything and anything must be sacrificed
theory, for these men do this in 'the king's where the future welfare and expansion to the
Name,' who is in theory still a real monarch, eventual destiny of the Empire are affected; that
although in reality only a convenient puppet, to eventual destiny outlined by its proponents as
be used by the cabinet at pleasure to suit their the eventual control of All the lands, and All the
own needs."
peoples, of All the world.
Edwin J. Clapp, Professor of Economics at New
York University, in his "Economic Aspects Of
The War" published in 1915, developed the
utterly boundless authority assumed by the
"Crown" in its commands to the nations of the
world through its "Order-in-Council," used without restraint and without reference to existing
usage or so-called International law, by making

The ideology of the British Empire has been
outlined in the past by various British statesmen
and specifically by Mr. Disraeli (Lord Beaconsfield). The modern version which has been
broadened to include the United States as a
principal in the British Empire was outlined by
Cecil Rhodes about 1895 as follows: "Establish
a secret society in order to have the whole
continent of South America, the Holy Land, the
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Valley of the Euphrates, the islands of Cyprus to New York in 1915 by the Chairman of the
and Candia, the islands of the Pacific not hereto- American Pilgrims "in order to give him a hand"
fore possessed by Great Britain, the Malay Ar- in welcoming Lord Reading (Rufus Isaacs). The
chipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan and, dinner in honour of Lord Reading took place at
finally, the United States. In the end Great Brit- Sherry's on October 1st, and was attended by
ain is to establish a power so overwhelming that 400 representative men prominent in the bankwars must cease and the Millennium be realized." ing, commercial and political life of the United
States.
The secret societies of the above plan apparently
came to life immediately after the death of Mr. The magic number of 400, once the symbol of
Rhodes in the Pilgrims of Great Britain, often reigning wealth and privilege, appears here in a
used by British statesmen in recent years as a new role. Men of millions here sway the destiny,
public sounding board; and the Pilgrims of the the life or death of their fellow citizens, with an
United States, the latter founded in New York organization which is subversive to the spirit
City on January 13, 1903, and listed in directo- and the letter of the Constitution of the United
ries of secret societies with no indication or States, an organization of which not one in one
purpose. Mr. Rhodes left a fortune of about thousand of their fellow citizens has ever heard.
$150,000,000.00 to the Rhodes Foundation, ap- The purpose of these men is completely interwoparently largely directed towards the eventual ven with the dependence of their own invariably
intent of his ideology. One admitted purpose great fortunes on the operations of "The City,"
was "in creating in American students an attach- citadel of International Finance. Not only do
ment to the country from which they originally these men collectively exert a planned influence
sprang . . ." It appears that organizations such as of immense weight in utter secrecy, but they
"Union Now," subversive to the liberty and the operate with the support of the immense funds
Constitution of the United States of America, provided by Cecil Rhodes and Andrew Carnehave a large sprinkling of Rhodes scholars gie.
among their staff.
The late Robert M. La Follette, Sr., in the course
of a speech in the United States Senate in March,
1908, asserted that fewer than one hundred men
control the great business interests of the country. His statement brought forth a nation-wide
storm of denunciation and ridicule, and even
today any similar statement is invariably derided as "crackpot." Nevertheless, Senator La Follette conclusively demonstrated a few days later
from the Directory of Directors that through
interlocking directorates actually less than one
dozen men controlled the business of the country, that in the last analysis the houses of Rockefeller and Morgan (bank-rolled by Rothschild)
were the real business kings of America.

Cecil Rhodes 1853 - 1903
The Pilgrims were founded in London July 24,
1902, four months after the death of Cecil
Rhodes who had outlined an ideology of a secret
society to work towards eventual British rule of
all the world, and who had made particular
provisions in his will designed to bring the
United States among the countries "possessed
by Great Britain."

Comments?
The Editor of The New Ensign
will be pleased to receive
your contributions or
comments on the contents of
this issue by E-mail:
editor@newensign.christogenea.org

Sir Harry Brittain (high-ranking member of the
Pilgrims) records that he was requested to come
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ful Black Forest. Being a spa Town there will be
an opportunity to sample the health giving thermal waters for which Bad Teinach is famous
and within walking distance.

The Making Of A Garden
Patience Strong

This annual conference is organised by Brother
Heinz Mohrlok. The first 2 days of the period
14th to 17th will be devoted to a pre-meeting of
the English and Dutch members, however, anyone of true Israel will be most welcome.

W

ith the making of a garden life on earth
began. In a paradisal setting God created man — under the Edenic law to live
contentedly — in a world of innocence, perfection, purity.

Speakers for the German Session will be brothers Gassler, Gembruch, Hess, Kuhl, Hoster,
Phlug, Clark, Aimer and Mohrlok.
Contact
Christliche Erholungs und Tagungsstätte
Haus Sonnenblick
Poststrasse 25
75385 Bad Teinach
Telefon: 07053-92600
Mail: Haus-Sonnenblick@t-online.de
Homepage: www.haus-sonnenblick.info

But tempted, man defied the edict, tasting of the
tree — that bore the fruit of good and evil —
Thus duality entered the lovely garden made for
Adam and his race — bringing discord and
confusion to a holy place.
Still the instinct lives in man to dig and scatter
seed — making a garden for himself: an atavistic need — for trees around his homestead and
flowers about his gate —the sins of Adam to
expunge; his own to expiate.
Editor’s Note: Patience Strong (Winifred Cushing) was a staunch patriot and supporter of
Christian identity and from this poem it is evident that she was aware of what really happened in the Garden of Eden! No doubt is was
probably for this reason that she was passed
over for the post of Poet Laureate.

House Of Israel And House
Of Judah
Bad Teinach - Germany
14th - 22nd October 2009
There will be a warm welcome for readers of
this magazine wishing to attend this year’s
annual identity conference venue of Haus Sonnen Blick, located at Bad Teinach in the beauti-

Steven Books
P.O. Box 716
Canterbury
Kent
CT1 2GG

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter and Richard Porter plus
many other
subjects and difficult to obtain
books.
www.stevenbooks.co.uk/religion.htm
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Announcements
Calling True Israel To A
Day Of Prayer
9th September 2009
JUBILEE IN ISRAEL
PRAISE YAHWEH!
ALL DEBTS MUST BE FORGIVEN! THIS
IS YAHWEH'S LAW!

The UK Column
For the real uncensored news from
Great Britain. Find out what your
politicians are really up to!
County House, 12/13
Sussex Street, Plymouth PL1 2HR
email:

TO DECLARE YAHWEH'S JUDGMENT
UPON ALL WARMONGERS
(AND THE MONEYLENDERS WHO
FINANCE THEM)!
Contact eli-james@sbcglobal.net

Internet Identity Radio
Fridays: Christogenos, with Greek -

editor@ukcolumn.org
Tel: +44 (0) 1752 312743

Lawful Rebellion
Conference
Reclaim Our Sovereignty
On

Expert,
William Finck, 8pmEST
Topic: Two-Seedline, Part 15
www.talkshoe.com/tc/30258

31st October 2009
At

Saturdays:Yahweh's Covenant People,
With Guest-Hosts, Pastor Ken Gregg and
William Finck, 8pmEST.
www.talkshoe.com/tc/21924
The Remnant Way Host Brother Darren
Howard: 12 nonnEST
www.talkshoe.com/tc/29582
Come Out of Her, Hosted by
Sword Brethren, 5pmEST
www.talkshoe.com/tc/31407

Sundays: Voice of Christian Israel, 12
Noon Eastern Time
www.talkshoe.com/tc/22187

The Friends Meeting
House
173-177 Euston Road
London
Further details from
The British Constitution Group
7 Holland Road
Wallasey
Wirral
CH45 7QZ
Telephone 07813 529 383

Sundays and Wednesdays: Regular
shows by Pastor Dan Johns
By Yahweh's Design
www.talkshoe.com/tc/25929

Recommended Websites

Doctor Rebecca Carley - What’s
Ailing America on Saturday at 3-5 EST
on www.republicbroadcasting.org

Pastor Eli Jame:
http://www.anglo-saxonisrael.com
William Finck
christogenea.org
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